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The purpose of this experiment was to study the role that integrin plays in 
cell migration processes. Integrin is a transmembrane protein that binds 
directly to the extracellular matrix. Integrin also interacts with the
cytoskeleton via a complex of several proteins.
Mutant forms of the P, chain of chicken integrin were transfected into 3T3 
mouse fibroblasts. The mutants selected were phosphorylation sites believed 
to be crucial for the regulation of cytoskeletal interactions. These cells were 
FACSed (fluorescence activated cell sorting) to select equal expression levels 
of integrin, then videotaped and analyzed to find the speeds and persistences 
for each cell type. These values were compared to determine the effects of 
each of the mutations.
It was found that at a concentration of 40 pg/ml of laminin, for cells with 
integrins that interact with the cytoskeleton, a decrease in speed was observed 
compared to cells with non-interacting integrins. This is presumably due to 
the increased amount of integrin bound to the extracellular matrix that must 
be released for movement to occur. Further study at different concentrations 
of laminin should help elucidate this relationship.
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Cell migration and movement are vital processes that occur within living 
organisms. Many examples of the importance of cell motility can be found in 
biological systems, such as in development, the inflammatory response, 
wound healing, and cancer metastasis. For instance, in the development of
ganglia in the brain, neuroblasts will migrate down stationary glial cells to
specific positions, before maturing into neurons (Trinkaus, 1984). In the 
body's inflammatory response, white blood cells known as neutrophils and 
macrophages, which normally travel passively within the blood stream, will 
leave the blood stream by attaching and squeezing between the cells forming 
the inner surface of the blood vessels. These white blood cells will then 
migrate around the other body cells to reach the inflammation site (Alberts, 
et. al., 1989). The wound healing response of the body depends on other 
motile cells known as fibroblasts, which will actively migrate to the location 
of the wound. These fibroblasts, upon reaching the wound site, will stop 
migrating, and will begin contracting to close up the wound site. Finally, in 
the case of cancer metastasis, cancer cells may dislodge from the extracellular 
matrix and travel to a new site, thus spreading cancer to other parts of the 
body. As can be seen from these examples, cell motility is a fundamental 
process of living organisms. In addition, applications of the study of cell 
motility may also give insights into other biological fields, such as tissue 
regeneration, cancer treatments, and developmental biology. (Bray, 1992).
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For cells to be motile, initially they must be able to bind to the extracellular 
matrix. In addition, they must also be able to readily disconnect themselves 
from it to allow movement to occur. One way that cells are able to bind 
reversibly to substrates is by using an adhesion receptor such as integrin, 
which spans the plasma membrane and binds to the extracellular matrix. In 
addition, the adhesion receptor is composed of several other proteins, 
including talin, vinculin, actin, a-actinin, paxillin, and zyxin (see Figure 1). 
This complex of proteins acts as a transmembrane link, connecting integrin 
with the actin cytoskeleton of the cell (Singer and Kupfer, 1986; Heidemannn, 
et. ai., 1990; Wang, et. al., 1992). The cells can then move by transducing force 
from the internal actin cytoskeleton, through the protein complex, to 
Integrin. Integrin, in turn, binds to the extracellular matrix, which is usually 
composed of the proteins laminin or fibronectin (Horwitz, et. ah, 1986).
Integrin has been found to be a single-pass, membrane spanning 
heterodimeric glycoprotein, composed of two different chains, named a  and 
P, as can be seen in Figure 2. The two chains are produced independently and 
are associated only noncovalently in the plasma membrane. Integrin has a 
large extracellular domain for binding to the laminin or fibronectin 
extracellular matrix. There also is a small cytoplasmic domain that binds to 
a-actinin through the protein complex described above (Alberts, et. ah, 1989). 
At the present time, eight different P subunits and twelve a  subunits have 
been identified in fibroblasts, muscle and cardiac cells; however, the structure 
of all of these proteins is generally the same.
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Figure 1.
Transmembrane Linkages
This figure shows the location of the proteins making up the integrin 
adhesion receptor. Integrin is found in the middle of the plasma 
membrane.
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Figure 2.
O-Cl
Structure of Integrin
Cytosol
ECM Binding
This figure shows a schematic representation for the structure of 
integrin. Notice that most of it lies outside the cell in the extracellular 
matrix (ECM).
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The purpose of this thesis project was to investigate the role that integrin 
plays in fibroblast motility. NIH 3T3 mouse fibroblasts were studied in this 
experiment. Since the endogenous p, subunit of integrin could not be readily 
mutated, another (1, subunit, taken from chicken integrin, was transfected 
into the fibroblasts. The chicken P, subunit was mutated prior to transfection
to produce the various mutants studied in this experiment. With the 
endogenous P, subunit still present, the two P subunits would then compete
for the a  subunit (Reszka, et. al., 1992). Careful design of controls and 
protocols was necessary to ensure that the comparisons between fibroblasts 
transfected with chicken P, integrin subunits and untransfected cells were 
valid.
To quantify the seemingly random movement of the fibroblasts, a formula 
based on a "random walk” theory of cell motility, developed by Graham 
Dunn (1983) was used:
MSD *  2S 1 -e
where MSD is the mean square displacement, S is the speed, P is the 
persistence, and t is the time. Speed (pm/h) is the speed at which the cell is 
moving, while the persistence (h) can be thought of as how long that a cell 
continues to move in one given direction. The persistence parameter was 
necessary for this model, as fibroblasts are unable to quickly change directions 
or turn around instantly, as a random walk model would predict. Given a
series of x-y coordinates for a migrating ceil, tracked by using a computer, 
mean square displacement |qm' j is calculated by averaging die distances that
the cell moved during a given time interval (h). Plotting the mean square 
displacement versus time interval yields an increasing curve. Application of 
a non-linear least squares fit to that plot would then yield the speed and 
persistence of the cell iDunn, 1963).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ceils
The cells studied in this experiment were NIH 3T3 (Swiss mouse embryo) 
fibroblast cells, which is an immortal line of cells capable of being transfected 
by cDNA plasmids. These motile cells also have the ability to adhere to the 
extracellular matrix proteins laminin and fibronectin, though laminin 
promotes cellular migration while fibronectin does not. As mentioned in the 
Introduction, to make a mutant integrin heterodimer, it is easier to transfect 
the fibroblasts with chicken (J, integrin using a cDNA plasmid, rather than 
attempt to mutate the endogenous DNA. The transfected fibroblasts used in 
this experiment were generously provided by Dr. A. Reszka and Dr. Y. 
Hayashi (Hayashi, et. a!., 1990; Reszka, et. al., 1992).
The fibroblasts studied in this experiment are designated by the labels 3T3, 
WT, 765t, R765I, S790M, S790D, Y788F, and Y788E. The first four mutants 
(3T3, WT, 765t, and R765I) were chosen as controls; the other four mutants 
(S790M, S790D, Y788F, and Y788E) were chosen since the serine and tyrosine 
residues have been shown to be critical for the regulation of cytoskeleton by 
phosphorylation interaction (Hayashi, et. al., 1990; Reszka, et. al., 1992; Hirst, 
et. al., 1986; Horvath, et. al., 1990; Tapley, et. al., 1990).
The 3T3 cells are normal untransfected mouse fibroblasts. The other ceils 
have a sequence coding chicken f), integrin, and a neomycin resistance gene.
WT stands for wild type, so that these cells contain an unmodified,
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unmutated chicken p, integrin sequence that has been transfected in. The 
other cells contain mutants of this chicken P, integrin sequence. For instance, 
765t has a truncation at the 765th position on the p, chain (the integrin 
molecule is cleaved after the 764th residue, since the DNA sequence coding 
for arginine has been replaced by a stop codon), R7651 has an arginine residue 
replaced by an isoleucine residue at the 765th position, Similarly, S790M and 
S790D have the serine residue found at position 790 replaced by methionine
and aspartic acid, respectively, and Y788F and Y788E have the tyrosine residue 
located at position 788 replaced by phenylalanine and glutamic acid, 
respectively. See Figure 3.
The fibroblasts are grown up in tissue culture dishes (Becton-Diekenson 
and Company) in 37°C, 10% C 0 2 incubators (Forma Scientific, Inc.) and are 
transferred from one dish to another (passing) in laminar flow hoods (Forma 
Scientific, Inc.) to keep out contaminants. The media used is a solution of 
Dulbeccos Modified Eagle Media (DME) (Sigma Chemical Corp.), containing 
10% (by volume) iron-supplemented bovine calf serum (CS) (HyClone 
Laboratories, Inc.), 2% 0.2 M glutamine in DME, 1% sodium pyruvate, and 
0.25% G418 sulfate (Gibco BRL). G418 sulfate, a chemical analog to neomycin, 
is highly toxic to cells lacking the transfected resistance marker, and it serves 
to both select only for the transfected cells and keep the cells and media free 
from bacterial contamination. For the 3T3 cells, the same solution is used,
except the G418 sulfate is replaced by 1% penicillin-streptomycin.
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Figure 3.
Chicken Pi Integrin Sequences
7b0 770 7H0 7M) HU)
I I  I I I
WT WKLLMIIHDRREFAKFEKEKHNAKWDTGENPIYKSAVTTVVNPKYEGK 
7651 ------------------
R765I --------------- I ----------------- ----------------- ---.... .. ....
S790M ------------- --- ---------------------- ----------------------- M
S790D ------— -------------------------------------------------------D
Y7HHF ------------------------------ ------------------------ ------- F—
Y788E - ------------------------------------ ------ ---------------- E...
This table shows the amino acids near the end for each of the chicken P, 
integrin mutants. The top line shows the sequence for the wild type and the 
residue numbers; the sequences for the other mutants is identical, except 
where indicated.
Cell Migration Experiments
In order to compare the speeds and persistences of each type of cell, the 
cells must have equal expression levels of integrin on their cell surfaces, since 
the amount of integrin present can also affect cell motility. Having equal 
expression levels of integrin guarantees that differences in cell motility can be 
attributed to just the effects of the mutation.
iliSliiillllSttlig:
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To guarantee equal expression levels, a procedure known as FACSing 
(fluorescence activated cell sorting) is used. Before the fibroblasts can be run 
through the FACS machine, however, fluorescent antibodies must be 
attached to the integrin present on the cell surface.
FACS Preparation
To prepare for a FACS experiment, one 10 cm dish of 3T3 cells and one 
10 cm dish of WT cells must also be prepared in addition to the fibroblasts 
being studied. The 3T3 and WT cells are negative and positive controls, 
respectively. The 3T3 cells represent background expression levels of 
integrin, since there is no (3, chicken integrin chain present. The selection of
the mutant cells is chosen relative to the WT expression level.
The following procedure is applied to each cell type to ensure uniformity. 
The media is aspirated off the culture dish and 1 ml of CMF-HH is used to 
rinse the dish. CMF-HH (calcium, magnesium-free PBS-HEPES) is a buffer 
composed of 0.4 g of KC1,0.06 g of KH2P 0 4, 8.0 g of NaCl, 0.35 g of NaHCO,, 
0.09 g of Na2H P04 • 7H20 , 1.0 g of glucose, and 4.7 g of HEPES in 1 L of water at 
a pH of 7.4. After that, 0.5 ml/plate of EDTA-PBS (0.02% EDTA in PBS) is 
added and the cells allowed to incubate for 20 to 30 minutes, until the cells 
come up off the bottom. The solution is then spun in a centrifuge tube for 2 
min at 2000 rpm in a centrifuge (Eppendorf), then the pellet is rinsed with 0.5 
ml/tube of CMF-HH. Next, the tube is spun in a centrifuge for 2 min at 2000 
rpm. The cells are then resuspended in W1B10, which is the primary
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antibody that binds to integrin, before being incubated at 4°C for 30 min. 
Next, the ceils are resuspended three times in 1 ml BB, then resuspended in 
Gam-FITC, the secondary antibody that binds to the primary antibody and 
fluoresces when hit with argon laser light at 365 nm. The cells are then 
incubated for another 30 min at 4°C, before being resuspended 3 more times 
with 1 ml blocking buffer (BB). Blocking buffer (2% BSA in CMF-HH) is 
necessary to prevent non-specific binding of the antibodies. Finally, the cells 
are resuspended in 0.5 ml CMF-HH, then packed in ice and transported over 
to the FACS machine, located in the Flow Cytometry Facility, Plant and 
Animal Biotechnology Laboratory (University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign).
The FACS machine consists of a pressurized liquid stream and an argon 
laser. As the cells pass through the stream single file, they are probed by the 
argon laser, since the secondary antibodies will fluoresce when hit by argon 
light. Photodetectors read the intensity of the scattered radiation at 0° and 90°, 
and if the light intensity for that cell is within a specified range, magnetic 
plates will deflect the stream containing that cell into a collecting tube. In this 
fashion, every cell of the population can be individually measured and 
sorted.
First, 3T3 fibroblasts are passed through the FACS machine as a negative 
control, or background level. The WT cells are sent through next as a 
positive control to find the average expression level of integrin on the cell 
surface. Of course, the 3T3 background levels must be subtracted from the
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WT distribution to determine the effects of the WT chicken (J, integrin. Once
the mean and standard deviation have been found for the WT population, a 
sort window is set around +1 standard deviations (o?) above the mean (^)
with a range of 15 (in arbitrary fluorescence units), so the actual sort window 
ranges from (p + o 2-7 )  to (|i + o 2 + 8j. See Figures 4, 5, and 6. Once the sort
window is set on the FACS machine, the mutant fibroblast population is 
passed into the machine and sorted. A good run will typically yield 104 to 10s 
cells. Immediately after the FACS procedure, the cells are plated into a 
24-well dish, warmed media is added, and the cells are incubated for 24 hours 
to allow them to recover.
Microscopy Preparation
After 24 hours, the fibroblasts will be plated on a microscopy dish for 
taping experiments. Before the cells can be plated, however, the microscopy 
dish must be coated with an extracellular matrix protein. The microscopy 
dish is a plastic dish containing a silanized glass bottom. Silanized glass has 
two advantages over a plastic bottom. First, being uncharged, silanized glass 
promotes both the non-specific adhesion of the cells. Secondly, being 
hydrophobic, silanized glass will bind the laminin coat more readily.
To prepare a silanized glass microscopy dish, a No. 1 glass cover slip 
(VWR) is silanated by reacting the glass with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) 
(Eastman Kodak Co.) to render die surface hydrophobic:
CH, CH, Si(CH,)i
CH,-Si-NH-Si-CH, + Gtes-OH -* G/ass-N + 11,0
CH, Si (CM,),
A 0.5 inch diameter hole is drilled out of the bottom of the plastic 35 mm 
dish, then the silanized glass cover slip is glued on to completely seal the 
hole. Finally, the dishes are sterilized with 70% ethanol in a laminar flow 
hood.
One hour before plating the cells, the laminin is coated onto the 
microscopy dish. The laminin stock solution is dissolved in PBS to a 
concentration of 40 pg /ml, then the solution is immediately pipetted onto 
the tissue culture dish to just cover the bottom. The tissue culture dish is 
incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. Meanwhile, the cells are removed from the dish 
by aspirating off the media, rinsing with 0.2 ml EDTA, then adding 100 ml of 
TRED (Gibco BRL) and incubating until the cells come up. A small amount 
of media is added at this time to neutralize the TRED reaction. At this time, 
the laminin-coated tissue culture dish is also removed from the incubator 
and the excess laminin solution is aspirated off. Some of the media in the 
tissue culture dish containing the cells is then added to the center of the 
laminated tissue culture dish, then diluted with more media to achieve a 
moderate concentration of cells for taping. After 1 hour has passed, giving
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Figure 4.
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This figure shows the FACS profile for a negative control. Note the 
vertide line at channel 80.
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Figure 5.
FACS Profile of WT Positive Control
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The above figure shows the FACS profile for a positive control, 
vertide line is still at channel 80.
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Figure 6.
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The above figure shows the same picture as Figure 4, except that now the
sort window has been marked off instead of the background fluorescence.
the cells time to adhere to the laminin, 3 ml of media is added to the tissue 
culture dish to ensure that the cells have enough nutrients to last through a 
24 hour taping.
Equipment
The microscope used for observing the fibroblasts is an inverted phase 
contrast microscope (Diaphot-TMD, Nikon), equipped with lOx, 20x, 40x, 
60 x, and 10()x objectives, although the cells are usually taped at either 10 x or 
20 x. Since the microscope runs continuously for several days, it is propped 
up on four aluminum 1 inch x 1 inch x .75 inch blocks, to allow cooling.
To keep fibroblasts healthy during overnight trials, both a temperature of 
37°C and a mixture of humidified air and C 0 2 (since the media is a 
bicarbonate base) must be provided on the microscope stage. The silanized 
tissue culture dish containing the fibroblasts is placed inside a specially 
designed brass stage that also contains water lines circulating through a warm 
water bath (VWR), monitored by a digital thermometer (Fisher Scientific 
Company). Since moderate cooling occurs between the water bath and the 
microscope stage, the water bath is held at 42.7°C to ensure a constant 
temperature of 37°C at the stag* A compressed gas tank containing a mixture 
of 10% C 0 2 and 90% air slowly bubbles into a sealed glass bottle found within 
the water bath. The oottle is filled with water, and the gas mixture is 
humidified by bubbling the gas through an underwater air stone. In addition,
to prevent any condensation from forming on top of the stage, a hair dryer 
(Vidal Sassoon) blows warm air over the stage.
A video camera (mti-65, Dage), cooled by a small fan (Lasko Metal 
Products), is connected to the microscope. The video camera sends the video 
signal through BNC cables to the recording super-VHS VCR (TL Time Lapse 
AG-6750, Panasonic). The images are recorded through time lapse, at the rate 
of 120H or 240H, so 2 hours of tape corresponds to 120 hours and 240 hours of 
real time, respectively. Only about 3 to 4 days of tapings can be recorded, since 
the amount of integrin present on the cell surfaces will slowly return to the 
normal population distribution found before the FACS procedure. Each 
prepared tissue culture dish of fibroblasts will be recorded for around 24 
hours. A black-and-white monitor (NEC) also displays the images recorded by 
the VCR.
The super-VHS VCR tapes must then be digitized into the computer for 
analysis. A playback VCR (AG-1960, Panasonic) plays the tapes through a 
time-based corrector (TBC) (Nova Systems, Inc.) into the Macintosh Ilfx 
computer (Apple Computer, Inc.) The time based corrector is necessary to 
synchronize the video signal from the VCR to the computer and prevent 
image distortion.
The Macintosh Ilfx is equipped with 32 megabytes of memory and a 640 
megabyte hard drive. A video display NuBus board within the computer 
connects it to a 19 inch diameter color monitor (E-Machines, Inc.) In addition, 
there are two additional NuBus boards used for acquiring and storing images
from the TBC: a PixelPipeline board and a SmartStore board (Perceptics 
Corp.). Using BNC cables, the TBC is connected to the back of the 
PixelPipeline board.
After the images have been digitized into the computer, they may be 
printed on a black-and-white video printer (VP-1500, Seikosha Co., Ltd.) or a 
color video printer (AG-EP60, Panasonic). They may also be saved to a DAT 
(digital audio tape) for backup and storage purposes on a tape drive (APS, 
Alliance Peripheral Systems), using the program Retrospect (Dantz 
Development).
Routing the various input devices, such as video cameras and VCRs, and 
output devices such as, video printers and monitors, takes place on a switch 
board. This board allows any standard video signal to be transferred to any 
output device by switching around the appropriate BNC cables. A schematic 
of this board for recording off the microscope can be seen in Figure 7.
Analysis
Cell Tracking
BDS-lmage is an image analysis and acquisition program that can be used 
to digitize and process images coming from the VCR, via the TBC and the 
PixelPipeline board. The program Vcr.tip, running on BDS-lmage, was
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Figure 7.
Monitor t
&!£UlUJ
Video Wiring Diagram
Tit' Micro-•rope
This diagram shows the switch board for the equipment. Dots indicate 
connections on the board, and arrows indicate BNC wires.___________ ______
designed to, capture images of cells from a VCR tape, and track those cells. 
Vcr.tip will capture and record to the hard drive the signal coming from the 
VCR at a given rate, usually 15 frames/second for 120H tapings and 7 
frames/second for 240H tapings. These images are later reloaded into another 
subprogram, which will take each image, break the image up into regions of 
low, moderate, and high intensity using parameters set by the user, and 
combine the low and high intensity images together. This is done because the
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cells will appear on tape as having black nuclei and white cell membranes on 
a gray background image. This appearance results from the phase contrast 
microscope, which gives a white 'halo” around objects. See Figure 8. Once 
the light and dark images have been combined and the resulting image 
cleaned up using various image analysis techniques, the computer will 
calculate the centroid of each image. The x-y coordinates of each centroid are 
saved to a data file and the process repeated for the next image in the series. 
This program and its functions are described in more detail in the 
Appendix 4.
The data file of x-y coordinates is loaded into another program which 
breaks the data up into individual data files for each cell, which allows for 
easier manipulation. This program, called DataSp, was originally written in 
Think C 5.0 (Symantec Corp.) and then converted into a stand-alone 
application. This program can be found in Appendix 5.
Each cell data file is then analyzed by another BDS-Image program called 
Trace,tip. This program allows the manipulation of the x-y coordinates data 
file to remove useless and erroneous sections of data. Examples of how this 
might occur include cells dividing, cells running off the screen or into each 
other, debris floating by, or background intensities fluctuating. After analysis 
using this program, the resulting data is re-saved to a new data file. See 
Figure 9.
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Figure 8.
Image of Fibroblasts
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Figure 9.
Tracked Fibroblast
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The new x-y coordinate data file is loaded into the application MeanStf,. 
This program loads in the x-y coordinates, then calculates the mean square 
displacements as a function of the time interval. The results of these 
calculations are then saved to yet another data file. MeanSq was originally 
written in Think C 5.0, then converted into a stand-alone application. This 
program can be found in the Appendix 6.
Determination of Cell Speed
Given the mean square displacements versus time interval data, the 
speeds and persistences of the cells can be found with a non-linear least 
squares fit of the data using Dunn's formula (Equation 1). The curve fitting 
program used is KaleidaGraph (Abelbeck Software). See Figure 10 for an 
example curve fit.
Once the speed and the persistence of the cell being studied have been 
calculated using KaleidaGraph, they are entered into the Microsoft Excel 
(Microsoft Corp.) spreadsheet Cell Tracking Template. Other quantities, such 
as ffie average speeds and persistences, and the length of time the cell was 
tracked can be calculated using this spreadsheet. Finally, when these 
preceding calculations have been completed for every cell, the final results are 
entered into another Excel spreadsheet, Cell Tracking Summary. This 
spreadsheet will calculate the overall average speeds and persistences for each 
cell type and their standard deviations.
Sample Mean Square Displacement Plot
This figure shows a plot of mean square displacement versus time for a 
sample cell. The actual values are indicated by the squares; the curve fitting 
used for speed and persistence is indicated by the dashed line.
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To compare the cell speeds of the various mutants, the z-score statistical 
test for finding the significance of two means is used:
IIn n,
where z is the z-score, \x is the mean, o ? is the standard deviation, and n is 
the number of cells. The subscripts identify the two samples that are being
compared.
Using the z-score, a table is then consulted to find the probability that the 
two populations are significantly different. For example, with a value of 
z>1.96, the two samples would be distinct at the P=0.05 level, so at a 
confidence level of 95% , the two samples represent distinct populations.
RESULTS
The measured speeds and persistences of each of the various mutants can 
be seen in Table 1, with errors of 1 standard deviation. Plots of this data can 
be seen in Figures 11 and 12 These cells were plated at a laminin substrate 
concentration of 40 pg/ml. The actual values for these cells can be found in 
Appendix 7.
In Table 2, the F-values of each of the mutants is compared to both the 3T3 
and the WT cells.
Table 1.
Cell Speeds and Persistences
Cell Type Number Tracked Speed (^ ) Persistence (h)
3T3 40 34.20 ±11.40 1.3510.91
W T 20 23.79 1 7.08 1.4010.63
765t 23 37.74 ± 13.85 1.23 ±0.67
R7651 23 25.90 ± 10.97 1.2910.67
5790M 20
*50
24.04 ±12.68
7 7  U A  +  10 M
1.2510.93 
t ro 4. o qi3/7U U
Y788F
zu
20
Z/ X IU»0Z
14.4716.52
1 iJU X U»7Z
1.5310.80
Y788E 23 30.66 ± 13.07 1.2510.75
This table shows the number of cells tracked, the average speed, and the 
average persistences of each of the mutants.
Figure 11.
Cell Speeds
This figure shows the speed of each cell type in (^ J. The two horizontal 
lines indicate the speeds of the 3T3 and WT cells.
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Figure 12.
Cell Persistences
2.0
3T3 WT 765t R765I S790M S790D Y788F Y788E
The above figure shows the persistences for each cell type in (h).
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Table 2.
Ceil Type
3T3
WT
765t
R765I
S790M
S790D
Y788F
Y788E
Significance of Cell Speeds
I* value relative to 3T3
4.46 +
1.0* - 
2.90 +
3.06 +
2.17 ( + )
3.00 +
1.10 -
I value relative to WT 
4.46 -f
4 24 + 
0.76 - 
0.08 - 
1.42 <-) 
4.33 (+) 
2.18 +
This table shows the significance levels of each of the mutants, relative 
to the 3T3 and WT cells. A + signifies that the 2 populations are distinct, 
and a - significes that the 2 populations are indistinguishable. Parenthesis 
indicate results that contradict theory
DISCUSSION
The mutations S790M, S790D, Y788F, and Y788E studied in this 
experiment were chosen because they represent possible phosphorylation 
sites on the integrin P, chain. The other four cell types (3T3, WT, 765t, R7651) 
were chosen as controls. The 3T3 and 765t cells were considered negative 
controls, and the WT and R765I cells were considered positive controls.
The 3T3 cells do not contain the p, chicken integrin, and therefore 
represent the natural background expression levels for integrin. The WT 
cells are transfected with the wild type P, chicken integrin sequence, and they 
represent the effects of having a second competitive P, integrin present. The 
competitiveness results from the fact that both the endogenous p integrin 
and the P, chicken integrin are both competing for the same a  subunit. The 
765t cells lack the cytoplasmic domain of the P, chicken integrin sequence, 
and therefore cannot interact with cytoskeleton, However, the membrane- 
spanning region will still interact and bind with the a  chain, so these cells 
represent the effects of having extra P, integrin present but permanently 
inactivated. And finally, the R765I cells represent a null mutation, necessary 
as a control for artifacts of the mutation process.
For these four control cases, it can be seen from Figure 11 and Table 2 in 
the Results section that both the 3T3 and 765t cells tend to move significantly 
faster than the WT and R765I cells. Since the 3T3 and 765t cells lack a 
working P, sequence which the WT and R7651 cells have, it appears that the
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addition of a working (1, sequence to the cell causes a decrease in the cell's 
speed. This observation can be explained by considering the role that integrin 
plays in cell motility. There exists a biphasic relationship between the cell 
speed and its adhesiveness towards the substrate (Schmidt, 1993). See Figure 
13. At low adhesiveness levels, the cells do not bind to the substrate well, and 
thus will not move around rapidly. At high adhesiveness, however, the cells 
bind to the substrate too tightly and are not able to move around rapidly. 
Therefore, there is an optimum adhesion level which promotes cell motility.
However, when the working P2 chicken integrin sequence is present, 
there is more integrin available for binding. This has the effect of shifting the 
adhesion curve to the left. For regions of high adhesion, the cells with the 
working (J, chicken integrin should move more slowly than the cells without 
it. On the other hand, in regions of low adhesion, the cells with the working 
Pj chicken integrin should move more rapidly than the cells without it.
In this experiment, the laminin concentration of 40 |ig/ml caused the 
cells to behave as if they were in a region of high adhesiveness. In general, 
the 3T3, 7654; S790D, and Y788E cells appeared to move more quickly than the 
WT, R765I/S790M, and Y788F cells.
For the mutations, the S790M and Y788F mutations cannot be 
phosphorylated and S790D and Y788E represent mutations that mimic 
phosphoryla ted states. It would be expected that the S790M and Y788F cells 
would behave like the WT cells, since these integrin mutants cannot be
Figure 13.
Cell Speed vs Adhesiveness
3T3,765t, S790I), Y788F
<n
WT, R765I, S790M, Y788I-
Adhesiveness
This is a model of the biphasic relationship between speed and
adhesiveness.
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phosphorylated and to will interact with the cytoskcleton normally, similar 
to unphosphoryfated wild type integrin (Hirst, et al., 19§6; Horvath, et. al., 
1990; Tapley, et. at, 1990). On the other hand, the S790D and Y7S8E cells 
would be expected fo behave like the 313 cells, since when integrin is 
phosphorylated rt does not bind to cytoskeleton as readily, (Schmidt, 1993).
The S790M celK behaved as predicted from theory, as can be seen in 
Table 2- These ceils were c*bserved to have speeds that were similar to the 
WV ceils However, tho Y788F cells moved around extremely slowly, even 
more slowly than the WT cels One explanation for this discrepancy may be 
that the Y788F cells originally came from a clonal population instead of a 
non-clonal one. The Y788F mutants were prepared by Hayashi (1990), using a 
clonal selection method, while the other mutants were produced by Reszka 
(1992), using a non-clonal method. In addition, it was observed 
experimentally that the Y788F cells had a different morphology, and tended to 
spread out over the substrate more than the other fibroblast mutants.
The Y788E cells behaved as predicted from theory, moving around rapidly, 
wiih speeds similar to those of the 3T3 cells. However, the S790D cells did not 
move around very rapidly. In fact, they behave more closely to VYT behavior 
than 3T3 behavior. One explanation for this discrepancy would be that this 
serine residue, although critical for the regulation of cytoskeletal interactions, 
may not play a major role cell migration. Thus, mutations in this position 
will not cause major changes in cell migration. This hypothesis would
appear be supported by the data, since mutating the WT to S790M or S790D 
did not significantly affect the cell speeds.
The persistences of all of the cell types remained comparable, with no 
significant differences being recorded. This indicates that other factors besides 
integrin control the cell s direction of movement Integrin is mainly 
responsible for adhering the cell to the subtrate. Therefore, it would be 
expected that the persistences would be around the same for each of the 
mutants as was experimentally observed and recorded.
Future directions for this work include decreasing the laminin 
concentration. If the biphasic model is true, using a low laminin 
concentration would put the adhesiveness towards the left side of the curve, 
so the WT, R765I, S790M, and Y788F cells should move faster than the 3T3, 
765t, S790D, and Y788E cells. In addition, fibronectin can be used instead of 
laminin as the extracellular matrix protein. The transfections may also be 
performed over again, especially the Y788F cells. Other mutants may also be 
studied to determine their effects on the interactions between integrin, the 
cytoskeleton, and the extracellular matrix.
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3T3 (untransfected) mouse fibroblast
7651 truncation, 765th residue
A alanine
BB blocking buffer
BSA bovine serine albumin
cDNA complementary DNA
CMF-HH calcium, magnesium-free PBS-HEPES
D aspartic add
DAT digital audio tape
DME Dulbecco's modified eagle media
E glutamic acid
ECM extracellular matrix
EDTA ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
F phenylalanine
FACS fluorescent activated cell sorting
F1TC fluorescein isothiocyanate
G glycine
Gam goat - anti-mouse secondary antibody
H histidine
HEPES N-[2-hydroxyethyl)-N'-[2-ethanesulfonic acid 1
HMDS hexamethyldisilazane
I isoleucine
K lysine
L leucine
M methionine
MSD mean square displacement (nmJ )
N asparginine
n number of cells
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NIH National Institute of Health
P persistence (h)
P probability
P proline
PBS phosphate buffer solution
R arginine
R765I arginine -4 isoleucine, 765th residue
S serine
S speed ( f 1)
S790D serine -4 aspartic acid, 790th residue
S790M serine -4 methionine, 790th residue
T threonine
t time (h)
TRED trypsin - EDTA
V valine
W tryptophan
W1B10 primary antibody
WT wild type
Y tyrosine
Y788E tyrosine -4 glutamic add, 788th residue
Y788F tyrosine -4 phenylalanine, 788th residue
* » z-score
M mean
2
G standard deviation
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APPENDIX 4: Vcr.tip DOCUMENTATION
Qyfirvtey
The Vcr.tip tracking package consists of 20 programs and subroutines 
designed to capture single or multiple images of cells from a VCR tape, track 
cells through a series of images either semi-autornatically or manually, and 
edit tracked cell paths to select regions where the cell moves around freely. 
Related subroutines in this package include programs that print numbers on 
the screen, perform image processing techniques, and display single images or 
sequences of images as movies. In addition, two of the subroutines list some 
brief supporting documentation.
This package is currently on revision 3.1, as of April 9, 1993. Originally 
written as a single program by Cnristine Schmidt on November 1,1991, the 
program was modified somewhat on April 16,1992. Carl Knable extensively 
re-wrote the automatic tracking subroutine, starting on June 6, 1992. Tani 
Chen split the program from one 20 page program into a series of 9 smaller 
subroutines on September 21, 1992, greatly speeding up program execution. 
On April 9,1993, the program was further subdivided to increase the speed of 
the semi-automatic and manual tracking subroutines.
This package is written with the image analysis program, BDS-/m«ge 
(Biological Detection Systems Inc.). The package is essentially a series of 
interconnected command files, hence the .tip extensions on each file. The 
command files are arranged in a nested sequence, so that each program
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depends on the previous one. Because of this arrangement, there are only 
two programs that the user can start: Vcr.tip and Trace.tip.
Vcr.tip was designed to run from BDS-lrnage on a Macintosh Ilfx (Apple 
Computer, Inc.) with 32 megabytes of memory and an 800 megabyte hard 
drive. Inside of the computer are two NuBus boards, the PixelPipeline board 
and the SmartStore board (both made by Perceptics Corporation). The 
PixelPipeline board has external BNC connections, allowing it to digitize 
images coming from external sources into the computer. The SmartStore 
board can store images at video display rates for later use. The two boards are 
also connected by a 64-pin ribbon cable, called the PixelConnect Bus. There 
are two ways to send a video signal to the PixelPipeline board: either directly 
or through the time base corrector,
The time base corrector (TBC) used is a Nova 810 Pull Frame Time Base 
Corrector (Nova Systems, Inc.), attached to 2 of the BNC connectors coming 
from the PixelPipeline board. "Prog Out" and "Ref Out" on the TBC is 
connects to "Input 2" and "Sync In", respectively, on the PixelPipeline board. 
The purpose of the TBC is to synchronize the video signal from NTSC to a 
signal that the computer can digitize; without it, images will be severely 
distorted. "Prog Out" contains the video image signal and "Ref Out" contains 
a reference signal for the computer. The TBC is set to the following 
specifications: Input, S-VHS; Mode, Hetero; and Freeze, Normal. The other
four controls (video, chroma, hue, and setup) can be set as desired. There are 
two ways to send a video signal into the TBC: a free BNC connector and a
S-VHS cable, connected to a S-VHS AG-1960 VCR (Panasonic Company).
The computer also requires an external synchronization signal, which is 
provided by a Hamamatsu C2400 Microscope Video Camera (Photonic 
Microscopy, Inc.). The video output signal from the camera is connected via a 
BNC cable to "Input 1" on the PixelPipeline board in the computer. This 
signal is required to correctly synchronize the video display from the VCR to 
BDS-lmage running on the computer.
BDS-lmase Commands
Since these programs are written in BDS-lmage, a brief description of the 
most commonly used commands follows below. The language is loosely 
based on C, though the syntax differs considerably. The instruction manual, 
BDS-lmage User’s Manual, is almost completely useless, and moat of the 
commands listed here have been found largely by trial and error, using 
command/??.
Some general notes about BDS-lmage commands: BDS-lmage is case 
insensitive, so it does not differentiate between abcde and AbcDE. For 
commands of the form command sou reel source2 destination, the sources 
and destinations can all be the same (e. g., add x x x means x+x»x). For image 
commands, either source may also be an integer number instead of an image.
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These comments are supplemental to the help files for these commands 
found within BDS-ltnage.
! comment Comment lines can be put anywhere, even on other
command lines; however, it slows down program 
execution, so it should be used only sparingly.
add Adds 2 numbers together. Can also be used to add 2
images together, though values above 255 will need to 
be clipped.
and Ands 2 numbers or images together. Not really useful as a
statement, used mostly in conditional expressions.
bclos Binary closure. Connects areas that are close together.
Useful if binarized cell images are disjointed or 
fragmented.
bdila Expands binary images, used if binarized cell images
appear disjoint. Lowers resolution of image, however.
beep Effective when used as a flag or for debugging purposes,
but make sure the volume is not too loud. The help 
file for this command does not work.
beros Binary erosion, opposite of bdila. Shrinks binarized
images.
blabel Identifies all of the objects within a binary image; syntax
blabel x y 8 z, where x contains the binarized image, y 
contains an output short image, and z is an int holding 
the number of objects in the image.
bline Draws lines or points (bline bl x y) on binarized images.
bmaj Majority filtering. Gets rid of background noise in a
binarized image. Should not be used since bperc does a 
better job.
.. .  . :s
case/label
/endcase
clear
clip
clrscr
concat
copy
Binary open. Opposite of bclos for binarized images. Not 
really useful.
Percentile filtering of binarized images. Best kind of 
binary filter to use.
Removes single points in binarized images. Use bperc 
instead of this.
The command label * should be added before the 
endcase statement to keep the program from 
crashing. This format should be used in program 
branching after really long menus.
Sets variable or image to 0. Same as copy 0 x. Does not 
dear screen; use clrscr.
Use if operations on short image results in values above 
255; if not used, areas of the image may be incorrectly 
colored.
Clears text window. Also useful when text window gets 
messed up and begins printing garbage.
Concatenates 2 strings together. Can be abbreviated by // 
in expressions.
Copies one variable to another. Use this instead of the 
commands add, sub, mul, and div for variable 
operations, since the syntax for copy makes much 
more sense (e. g., copy (x+5) y instead of add x 5 y) and 
multiple operations can be used on one line (e. g. copy 
(2*(x+5» y). Do not use this command for image 
processing; use duvs instead.
Contrast stretch. Fairly useful for dark images, but usually 
does not change the image significantly, since the time 
numbers are usually already bright.
Declare variables. There are several types of variables in 
BDS-image: float (floating point), int (integer), char
(strings), and logical (true/false). In addition, short 
(grayscale) and sbit (binary) variables are used for 
digitized and binarized images, respectively. These 
variables are usually declared as decl/w rl short 512 512 
for grayscale images and ded/w/pos=rl bl sbit/p=l 512 
512 for binary images. World variables (/w) are the 
only type of variables that images can be loaded into 
normally, especially in the Open image... menu. These 
types of variables can be used by each subroutine of a 
program without being re-declared by the subroutine, 
as well as in the command mode. Other useful 
options for decl include: /i«x sets the variable equal to 
x, /a=x sets that variable equal to the xth argument of 
the subroutine (e. g., if the subroutine is called from 
the main program as subroutine x y z, in the 
subroutine, decl/a=l v int sets v*a). Note that 
matrixes in subroutines do n ci have to be declared as 
matrixes, so if y was a matrix, the declaration statement 
in the subroutine above would be decl/a >2 y in t
Decreases variable by 1, usually of type int. Typically a 
counter.
Displays an image. Can display either grayscale or binary 
images. Options include /xpan and /ypan for the 
starting coordinates, /xs and /ys for the size of the 
display, /h>9x to display the contents of x in the 
header, and /a for automatic updates of the displayed 
image. For a grayscale image, /r«x, /b»x, and /g»x will 
display binary image x in red, blue, and green, 
respectively, on top of the image. These options can 
also be combined to display cyan (blue + green), yellow 
(red + green), magenta (red + blue), and white (red +
blue + green) on the image. When an image is 
displayed, it can be zoomed into at any time by holding 
down M and clicking on the point to blow up around. 
Holding down option reduces the image. Double* 
clicking returns to the original image. If the image to 
be displayed is a short without aQ£ other options, use 
qd instead of displ.
div Divides 2 numbers or images. Note that the syntax div x y
z means that y/x»z. Also, integer fractions are 
rounded down, so 0.973 will be represented as 0.
do/until Similar to C. Will loop until argument in until statement
is .true..
duvs Image copying only. Will copy any image to any other
image; size and type do not matter. For single 
variables, though, use copy. Will only copy to 
variables with even dimensions! Do not copy to odd 
dimensions!
eql Equalizes image, so that all intensities are represented
equally (same percentages in image). Not really useful 
since this command tends to enhance the "fishbowl" 
effect (image appears more Intense in center and less 
intense around edges), as well as enhancing 
background noise.
for/endfor Similar to C. for x 1 to 1 executes once; for x 1 to 0 will not
execute but fortunately does not cause an error, 
help Prints help files to text window for commands. For
programs, will print header (the uninterrupted 
comments at the beginning of the program listing). 
Can also be used during a program.
if/elseif/ Similar to C. Conditional expressions can be 
else/endif represented in prefix (LT x y) or infix (x<y) notation.
imread
imwrite
incr
interval
kill
kuwa
loadbulktile
Reads image in from hard drive. If x contains the 
filename, the image is read into y by imread @x y. No 
pathname is necessary if the image is in the BDS*Image 
folder.
Writes image to hard drive in working directory. Syntax 
is imwrite y @x, where x contains the filename and y 
contains the image.
Increases variable by 1, usually of type int. Typically a 
counter.
Timer control. interval/set=x sets the timer at x seconds 
and begins counting down immediately; when the 
program hits the command interval/wait x y, program 
execution will wait until the timer reaches 0. If 
program lines are executing, timer is shown in blue, 
otherwise, timer is shown in red. x is a logical variable 
which is set to .true, for an interrupt; y is a string 
containing a short phrase (typically "Abort" or "Quit") 
to print on the interrupt button.
Removes variables, kill * will not remove world 
variables; use kill/w * instead.
Edge enhancement of images. Significantly blurs images, 
so it is pretty useless. Extremely slow.
Copies image into image buffer. Placing an image into 
here will result in it being displayed from the "Mon 
Out" BNC cable on the PixelPipeUne board. Useful for 
copying images to the printer, monitor, VCR, etc.. The 
other use for this command is the movie loop 
function; use loadbulktile x 1 y, where x is the image 
and y is the tile number (maximum of 32 dies). Not in 
help files.
movie
mul
openmsg
or
paverage
perc
plive
put
Enters the movie loop function, which must be exited by 
hitting Jt-Q. An image must be already displayed. The 
movie loop starts on tile 0 and must be set to tile 1 
before the movie can be displayed. Oddly enough, no 
help file exists for this command, and it does not 
appear in the manual, either.
Multiplies 2 numbers or images. If the number is not too 
large (e. g., 1.4), can be used to brighten images when 
used in conjunction with clip.
Opens message box (which initially states, "BDS image 
Cytometer System is Ready to Use"). Can be set to 
display any message, openmsg ®x is useful for 
displaying more complicated messages located in string 
variable x.
Binary or. Useful for combining images together. Also 
used in conditional expressions.
Averages several frames from the VCR, at least 4. Useful 
for eliminating background noise.
Percentile filter. Use this command to clean up grayscale 
images. Prettyslow.
Brings in single frame from VCR. Does not work 
sometimes; reason not known. Try using 3 or 4 piive 
statements in a row during a program.
Sets high, middle, and low cutoffs for an image, similar to 
clip.
Displays the live video feed from the VCR, The image 
can be moved around the window by clicking and 
dragging the image. Quit this by hitting HQ.
Displays short image, no options allowed. Will not 
display a binary image. Executes somewhat faster than
; : dlspl.; :
Gets input from the keyboard. Since spaces are counted as 
delimiters, use read/1 to read in spaces properly.
Ends a subroutine. Usually optional, since at the end of a 
subroutine, program execution will go back to the 
main program anyway.
Brings up a dialog box with a message in it. say Ox will 
write the contents of x in the dialog box. Do not use 
too often since it gets annoying really quickly and 
cannot be buffered.
Calculates several parameters for objects within a blabeled 
image, syntax shape a b x y z, where a is the image, x is 
the x coordinate matrix, y is the y coordinate matrix, 
and z is the area matrix, x and y describe the 
coordinates of the centroid for each object, b is afli 
used but must be declared. Note that b, x, y, and z must 
have enough room to fit all of the elements in. 
Typically, the number of elements is not known, 
either, so that these 4 matrixes must be continuously 
declared and killed as the number of objects varies. Do 
not declare as large matrixes initially, since the number 
of disjointed objects can be as large as 20, and can go 
even higher with staticy images.
Subtracts 2 numbers or images. Note that the syntax sub x 
y z means that y-x*z.
Writes a string onto an image, replacing what was under 
it (i. e., once there it can not be removed). Syntax is bet 
z x y 255 0 1 6a  to print string a at position x, y on 
image z. Using txt z x y 0 255 1 ©a prints in reverse 
video.
unif
vdel
vmouse
vtext
wait
while
/endwhile
write
Uniform filter. Tends to blur image somewhat; should 
use perc instead for better results, although unif is 
somewhat faster.
Deletes an image window (not the image variable, 
though). Use vdel * to get rid of all of the image 
windows quickly.
Gets x-y coordinates of pointer when mouse is clicked. 
Note that this command will appear to freeze 
computer, since the mouse will move but nothing will 
work until the button is pressed (though nothing is 
wrong with the computer). Useful options include /b 
to get the coordinates for a box. (vmouse/b xl yl x2 y2) 
or /I to get a line, /d selects the drawing color: blue 
(129), cyan (130), red (131), yellow (132), magenta (133), 
or white (134). Any other number (1 • 128 or 135 • 255) 
will select green.
Writes a char variable to screen. There is absolutely no 
way to write an int or float to a screen. See the 
program, VcrPrint.tip for a limited way to get around 
this limitation. Use vtext ®z x y to write the contents 
of string z at position x, y on the current window. Be 
very careful with this command! Attempting to print 
off the image window will crash the computer and 
force a rebooting of the system!
Displays "Hit any key to continue:" and waits for response. 
Useful for stopping program execution. Using wait 0 
®x will cause it to display string x instead.
Similar to C. Will loop until while condition is .false.. 
If condition starts out .false., will not execute loop.
Writes variable or strings. Will write to screen (default), 
string variable (/outs«x) or file (/outfox). Carriage
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returns are printed by "\n". To print the integer 
variable x in a string, use the format 
write/f="text %d text" x. Other formats can be found 
in any C book. Cannot be used to write a blank line; 
use write " " or combine into previous write 
statements with "\n" in string instead.
Qrgaiti&flfiB
The Vcr.tip package can be divided into 2 main parts, easily identifiable by 
the Vcr prefix and the Trace prefix. The Vcr part of the package will take 
images from the VCR and track cells, while the Trace part edits tracked cell 
paths. As mentioned before, the entire package is nested, so all the user has to 
do is run Vcr.tip, not worrying about any of the subroutines. Trace.tip can be 
run either through Vcr.tip or independently, if desired.
The following lists the 20 programs that can be found in this package, and 
a brief description of their functions:
Vcr.tip
VcrAuto.tip
VcrBin.tip
Vcr Data, tip
VcrFile.tip
VcrFrame.tip
VcrHiLo.tip
Vcr Image.tip
VcrMan.tip
VcrMovie.tip
Main program, data entry. 
Automatic tracking of cells. 
Binarizes image.
Listing of file formats.
Input data for tracking.
Get single image from vcr. 
Sets cutoffs for binarization. 
Cleans up image.
Manual tracking of cells.
Plays back sequence of images.
VcrNotes.tip
VcrPic.tip
VcrPrint.tip
VcrRec.tip
VcrSelect.tip
Trace.tip
Trace! .tip
TraceS.tip
TracePrint.tip
TraceXY.tip
Version notes.
Displays single image.
Writes numbers on image.
Records images from vcr.
Selects cell on image.
Loads images.
Loads data.
Clips data paths and saves images. 
Writes numbers on image. 
Calculates distance between points.
Vcr.tip  branches into the programs Vcr Auto.tip,  VcrData.tip,  
VcrFrame.tip, VcrMan.tip, VcrMovie.tip, VcrNotes.tip, VcrPic.tip, VcrRec.tip, 
and Trace.tip. VcrAuto.tip, uses the subroutines VcrBin.tip, VcrFiteJip, 
VcrHiLo.tip, Vcrlmage.tip, VcrPrint.tip, and VcrSelect.tip. VcrMan.tip uses 
the subroutines VcrFUe.tip,Vcrlmage.tip, and VcrPrint.tip. Trace.tip runs 
through Trace2.tip and Trace3.tip sequentially; it also uses the subroutines 
TracePrint.tip and TraceXY.tip. Listed below is a description of each of the 
subroutines used in this package.
Eroffrains
All of the programs in this package follow the same general format. The 
header contains a very brief description of the purpose of the program. 
Comments are kept to a minimum and are used only to identify key sections, 
since extensive comments will greatly slow down program execution.
Variable declarations are listed after the header in each program, except those 
variables that must be declared during the course of the program, of course.
Vcr.tiv
As stated before, this is one of two programs that can be run by the user. 
Vcr.tip has two main functions: get vital data about the images and present a 
menu of choices to branch to. The data that Vcr.tip asks for is the taping 
speed, magnification factor of the image, the desired grabbing rate from the 
VCR in tape seconds, and the total time of the taping in actual seconds, from 
which the program can also calculate the actual recording interval in seconds. 
Since the minimum recording interval for grabbing images is 5 seconds, the 
program will also print a warning if the grabbing rate is less than that. The 
main menu displays choices to record images from the VCR, view images as a 
movie, automatically or manually track cells, trace cell paths, grab or show a 
single image, show information on data formats or version notes about the 
package, and quit the program.
World variables declares 4 variables that are used in every subroutine: 
conv (conversion rate of pixels to jun), inter (interval time in actual seconds), 
rate (grabbing rate in tape time seconds), and totime (length of taping in actual 
seconds). This section also declares 4 grayscale and 2 binary image variables 
for later use.
Local variables declares some additional variables.
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Enter data first prints a brief introduction, then enters the data entry while 
loop, running off of the variable inter. The taping speed is entered, then the 
minimum rate mnrate that images can be brought into the computer is 
calculated. Next, the magnification factor mag is entered to set the 
conversion factor conv. The grabbing rate of the images is entered next and a 
warning printed if it is less than mnrate. Finally, the total time of the taping 
is entered, and the recording interval inter is then calculated and displayed 
along with the total taping time. If the recording interval is larger than the 
total taping time, inter is set to 0 causing the loop to re-execute. Otherwise, a 
prompt is displayed for verification, and inter is set to 0 if the entered 
information was not correct.
Main menu writes all of the available choices, gets a number, then 
branches to the appropriate subroutine, or ends the program if 0 is entered.
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VcrAuto.tip
This program is probably the longest one is this package. The purpose of 
this program is to automatically track cells around an image and write the x-y 
coordinates to a file. After file parameters have been entered, a sample image 
is brought up and a series of parameters are entered to determine the 
procedure to binarize an image. The ceils to be tracked are then boxed. For 
each image in the sequence, the computer loads, displays, and processes each 
image, then checks each box to locate and record the centroid of the cell and 
moves the box accordingly. After all of the cells have been tracked, a menu is
brought up by which the binarization procedure can be changed and any cells 
that the computer is not tracking properly can be corrected. After this, the 
computer loops back for the next image until the sequence is completed.
A note about automatic tracking: although it is much easier to use then 
manual tracking, this algorithm is extremely stupid. Cells can divide, stop 
moving, run into other cells, or move off the screen, all of which can cause 
the computer to not track the cell properly. Background intensities can 
fluctuate wildly during the course of the taping and debris may occasionally 
float by. This is the reason for the semi-automated algorithm, so that these 
events can be compensated for. Certain events such as ceil mitosis or 
collisions should also be recorded on another piece of paper along with the 
time that it occurred, since that portion of the cell track cannot be analyzed. 
Trace.lip can later be used to correct those cell tracks. A fully automated 
tracking program was tried in the past, but was found to be unworkable due to 
events such as cell mitosis.
Local variables declares the working variables for this subroutine.
Initialization runs VcrFile.tip for file data entry, then records the grabbing 
rate and length of taping. A box is drawn on a bitmap to represent the borders 
of the tracking area. An image is loaded and processed using Vcrlmage.tip, 
some parameters are set to default values, then VcrHiLo.tip and VcrBin.tip 
are run to binarize the image. The number of cells to track is then entered, 
and matrixes coord (coordinates of boxes) and cellda (x and y data for each
frame) ar declared. The number of celts and the conversion factor are then 
saved to the data file. Finally, VcrSHect.tip is used to identify each cell.
Show Images is the start of the outer loop (frames). The message box is 
updated and a new image is loaded up. The next several blocks display and 
binarize the image and die cells are identified by number in VcrPrint.tip.
Loop for each cell is the inner loop (cells). The size of each box is 
calculated and the box containing the binarized cell is duvsed into a 
temporary image variable temp. The blabel command then counts the 
number of images. As long are objects are present, shape is used to find the x 
and y coordinates and the areas. The area matrix is then looped to find the 
largest object within the image, and those x and y coordinates are then 
assigned to cellda. If no object is present, the center of the box is set to cellda. 
The new values in cellda are then checked to make sure they do not exceed 
screen boundaries. The new coordinates of the box are then calculated by 
using midpoint formulas. The box coordinates are also checked to insure that 
they do not exceed screen boundaries. All of the excess variables are then 
killed and the coordinates recorded. The binary tracing image is then 
updated. Finally, the cell is drawn on the screen, using the new box 
coordinates on the manipulated image, along with the cell number.
End frame beeps when the computer is done tracking and displaying each 
cell. A menu is presented to allow for redoing the binarization procedure, 
clearing cell tracks, or repositioning boxes around cells. Vcrlmage.tip, 
VctHiLo.tip, and VcrBin.tip are called to redo the binarization procedure,
clear used to erase the cell tracks, and VcrSelect.tip is used to reposition cell. 
This repeats until all of the images have been analyzed, when the computer 
redisplays the filial image and returns to Vcr.tip.
YcrBiniip
VcrBin.tip displays a menu by which a binary image can have the 
operations binary erosion, binary dilation, binary open, binary dose, 
percentile filtering, majority vote filtering, and dot filtering performed on it. 
Up to 5 operations can be performed on the image- A useful sequence to try 
to clean up binarized images is 5, 5, 2/1, 4/3. This subroutine is called by 
VcrAutoJat.
Local variables declares the variables used in this subroutine. The values 
of point and bseq are also returned to the main program.
The rest of the program is found in Input procedure. First, the binarized 
image and the menu are displayed, along with the sequence of choices. A 
choice is entered and then the program branches to the appropriate area, label 
8 clears the sequence and restores the original binarized image. The other 7 
subroutines perform the relevant function on the image (including the 
number of cycles, if necessary), and store die choice(s) into bseq.
VcrData.tip
This program explains the way x-y coordinate data is saved on the hard 
drive. There are only 2 statements in this program that are not comment
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lines: help VerData and wait, which are designed to print all of the comment 
lines before returning to the main menu.
Ysif.Ut.lip
In this subroutine, the user is prompted to enter the filename, starting and 
ending frame numbers, the background image, and the output data filename. 
The user is also asked to verify this information before returning to the main 
program. This subroutine was created to cut some of the overhead found in 
VcrAutoJat and VcrMan.dat.
Local variables declares some working variables. The variables file (input 
filename), start (starting frame number), end (ending frame number), and out 
(data filename) are all returned to the main program.
Enter data asks for the image filename, the starting frame number, and the 
ending frame number. The ending frame number is checked to make sure it 
does not exceed the total taping time (totime from Vcr.tip), If a background 
tile is needed, it is loaded into r2; otherwise, r2 is cleared. Since r2 is a world 
variable, it does not have to be returned to the main program. Next, the data 
filename is entered. Finally, all of the responses are displayed and the user is 
asked to verify this information. "%d.dat" is concated onto the image 
filenames, so the computer will be able to insert the correct image number 
into the filename, return ends the subroutine.
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VcrFrame.tip
VcrFrame.tip grabs a single frame from the VCR. After turning on the 
TBC and the camera, entering the filename and verifying it, and entering the 
number of images to average over, a frame is grabbed from the VCR. This 
can be repeated until the desired frame is grabbed, at which point the program 
saves the image to disk and returns to the main menu. A typical use for this 
routine would be to grab a background image from the VCR. For a sequence 
of images, use VcrRec.tip instead.
Local variables declares the local variables used in this program.
Enter file data prints a brief introduction and gets the filename for the 
image, and concats the ".dat" extension on it.
Get image asks how many frames to average over, then grabs an image 
from the VCR. It also verifies that the image is correct before saving the 
image to the hard drive.
VcrHiLo.tip
This subroutine sets upper and lower cutoff limits to binarize an image. 
There are 2 ways that binarization can be done: cut-off or averaging. In the 
cut-off method, high and low values are entered. In the averaging method, a 
standard deviation is entered, and the computer calculates the high and low 
cutoff limits by adding and subtracting, respectively, the standard deviation to
the average brightness of the image. In either case, values between the two
limits will be colored black, and values exceeding either limit will be colored 
white.
Local variables sets the local variables for this subroutine. rr1 and rr2 are 
local image variables. Values returned to the main program are high and 
low, the average ave and standard deviation sd, and method, which has a 
value of .false, for the cut-off method and .true, for the averaging method.
Enter high/low data contains the rest of the program. First the grayscale 
image is displayed, then the 2 cutoff limits are applied to produce image rrl, 
which has values of only 0 or 255. due to the put commands. This image is 
displayed, along with a menu of choices. The user can enter a choice to move 
either the bounds or the standard deviation. After the user is finished, the 
grayscale image rrl is duvsed into the binary variables bl and b2.
Verlmmtip
Vcrlmage.tip displays a menu by which image processing can be 
performed on an grayscale image. The choices are percentile filter, histogram 
equalization, contrast stretch, uniform filter, edge preserving smoothing, and 
image lightening. Up to 5 operations may be performed on an image, litis  
subroutine is called by VcrAuto.dat and VcrMan.dat. A good sequence to try 
is 1, and 3, followed by 6 if the image still appears dark.
Local variables declares the variables used in this subroutine, point holds 
the number of operations and the matrix seq holds the operations. These 
variables are returned to the main program.
Input procedure clears the screen, draws the image, and displays die menu 
and the sequence. After a choice has been made, die program branches to the 
appropriate line, performs the operation on the matrix, and stores the 
operation in seq. Option 7 clears the sequence and restores the original image.
VcrMan.tip
This is the manual tracking program. Similar to VcrAuto.tip, the purpose 
of this program is to track cells and write the x-y coordinates to a file. 
However, instead of drawing boxes and binarizing images, this program 
merely lets the user click on the centroid of each cell for each image in the 
sequence. This program takes somewhat more work to track cells but 
unpredictable events such as cell mitosis can be readily recorded. Trace.tip 
may still be necessary to edit out those regions, however. One useful hint: 
when entering die number of cells to track, overestimate by 1 or 2 the number 
on the screen, in case of cells dividing.
Local variables declares the variables used in this program.
Init calls VcrFile.tip for data entry, loads and displays the first image, then 
calls Vcrlmage.tip to process the image. The number of cells to track is then 
entered and the matrix cellda declared to hold the x-y coordinate data. 
Finally, the number of cells and the conversion factor are saved to the hard 
drive
Cell tracking contains the entire loop to track the cells. The outer loop 
time counts the image number. For each image, the time is displayed, then
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the image is loaded, processed, and displayed according to the parameters set 
above in Vcrlmage tip. th e  cell numbers are added to the image using 
Vet Print.tip. Then in the inner loop cell, for each cell, the program asks the 
user to click on the cell image and vmouses the x-y coordinates. These 
coordinates are saved to cellda and the corresponding track is recorded in bl.
Show results re-displays the final image, with cell numbers, then returns 
to the main menu.
VcrMovie.tip
VcrMovie.tip loads up a sequence of images and displays them as a movie, 
using the movie loop function. A maximum of 31 images may be displayed 
as a movie, due to the memory limitations of the SmartStore NuBus card. 
Note that loading in 31 images can be slow.
Local variables declares the variables for this program.
Enter file data prompts for the filename, starting frame number, and 
ending frame number. It also checks the ending frame number to insure that 
no more than 31 frames are entered.
Enter images uses a loop time to load in each image and put it into 
loadbulktile, then goes to the movie loop.
VcrNotes.tip
This subroutine describes all of the version notes of this package. These 
comments used to be found at the beginning of the program, but were
removed since that slowed down program execution. This program only 
contains 2 statements that are not comment lines: help VcrNotes and wait.
V.c.rP.iclip
This short subroutine displays a single image. Useful for comparing 
background images or checking to find the end of a sequence of images. Of 
course, quitting the program, declaring a world image variable, and loading in 
images is )ust as easy.
Local variables declares some variables, while Get Image reads in the 
filename, then loads up the image. It will loop around until the user does 
not want any more images, at which time it will return to the main menu.
YxrPrinUip
This program represents the only way to write int variables onto an image, 
since vtext and txt absolutely will not work for int variables. This program 
takes a 2 digit int number, breaks it up, and uses a long series of 
case/label/endcases to put together a char variable. This program has been 
Mhpted to UM the matrix cellda (or the «-y coordta.W
Local Variables declares the variables used in this subroutine. The x-y 
coordinate data is in cellda with the pointers timer and nocell.
Print numbers on screen shows the method used for converting the 
integer into a char. This program loops for each cell found in cellda. The tens 
digit is taken off and a series of case/label/endcases identifies the correct
number to put into this char variable numstr. The ones digit is then 
calculated and another series of case/label/endcases puts the number into 
num2. These 2 are then concatted together. Next, the x-y coordinate is read 
from cellda, and if the coordinates will put the number off screen, corrects the 
data so that the numbers will stay on the screen. Otherwise, there is an offset 
of (x+14, y+4) to the x-y coordinates for the numbers to be printed on the 
screen.
VcrBectip
Vcrftec.tip records a sequence of images from the VCR onto the hard 
drive For one image, use VcrFrame.tip instead. When using this 
subroutine, make sure that the filenames that the images are being saved 
under do not already exist in the folder BDS-Image. Also make sure that no 
one is connected to the computer through the Fife Sharing Monitor on the 
Control Panel, and that Finder is shut off using Speedy Finder 7 (Victor Tan). 
If these suggestions are followed, an acquisition time of under 5 seconds can 
be achieved. :
Local variables declares the variables used in this program.
Enter file data gets the filename for the sequence of images, and the 
number of frames to average over, then verifies this.
Get image position displays the live feed from the VCR using pvideo. 
This will repeat until verified.
Save images begins the sequence of recording images. After displaying the 
warning message, the program sets the timer. The while loop can be exited in 
2 ways: recording the complete sequence or hitting "Quit" on the timer, 
which sets the stop flag. The 3 plive statements before the actual recording 
statement (plive or paverage) are there to insure that the correct image is 
captured. Once recording is complete, the computer prints a completion 
message and returns to the main menu.
VcrSelect.tip
VcrSelect.tip is the cell selection subroutine. The user draws a box around 
a cell in the image, and this program records the location of the box. If this is 
being run during the middle of the sequence, this program will also add the 
cell numbers to the image using VcrPrint.tip.
Local variables declares a number of variables, cell, nocell and coord 
represent the variables that this subroutine use. cellda and timer are used to 
run the subroutine VcrPrint.tip. These 5 variables all come from the main 
program.
Select cell will display the image and print numbers on it, if necessary, 
using VcrPrint.tip. The cell number and a brief message are then written 
before going to the vmcuse command and waiting for a box to be drawn. 
Once drawn, the computer will ask for verification before returning to the 
main program.
Trace, tip
This program is the first of 3 programs that run in sequence. This part 
loads in the data header from the data file of the x-y coordinates and the 
image. This program assumes that the image and data files will be found in 
the BDS-lmage folder.
World variables declares the variables used in this program, cells, conv, 
and inter all come from the data file, frame is the number of frames in the 
sequence, folder contains the default pathname, image contains the image.
Local variables declares some additional variables.
Load images and data writes a brief introduction before asking for the data 
and image filenames, then reads in the first 4 numbers from the data file, 
which is the header. Next, 2 more matrixes are declared to hold x-y 
coordinates. Finally, the image is brought into image before going to 
Trace2.tip.
ImcfZdp
Continuation of the Trace.tip program. This portion of the program loads 
in the x-y coordinates from the data file and sets up a binary image with the 
cell tracks on it.
Variables declares some additional variables. Note that bl and b2 are 
declared as world variables.
Main loop loads in all of the x-y coordinates. Although the data is stored 
in chronological order, this program reads the coordinates in order by cell,
hence the outer loop cellno. The position in the data file must be calculated, 
hence the complicated expressions to find rec. The inner loop count reads in 
each position of the cell, and Mines its new location onto the binary image to 
obtain the track of the cell. After all of the cells have been loaded up, the 
image is redisplayed with the cell tracks and the cell numbers, before going on 
to Trace3.tip.
T w r i  t ip
This is the manipulation part of the Trace.tip program. The Ar/At for each 
cell can be displayed. Portions of each cell track can also be saved to a new 
background file (which will only contain 1 cell's x-y coordinate data). Finally, 
if a new image is necessary, it can be loaded up, and the cell paths and 
numbers will be re-drawn onto the new image.
Local variables declares some more variables.
Main loop first presents a list of choices, which the user enters to study. If 
study is -1, a new filename is read in and a new image is loaded and displayed 
along with the cell paths and numbers. If study is *2, the cell paths are 
redrawn so that they are much thicker, then the binary image is converted 
(mid bl 255 image2) into a grayscale image and ored on top of the original 
image. This new image can be saved to an image file by exiting the program 
and selecting Save image as... from the Fite menu. This new image can be 
d j j i t f  by refolding die appropriate Image file. If study is positive, indicating 
S cell to tNsJyse, TraceXY.tip can be run to display At data for that cell if
desired. Next, a portion of the cell track can be saved to a new data file for 
later study, if desired: the starting value, ending value, and new data
filename are entered and verified, then the 4 line header (inter, modtim, 1,
conv) and that portion of the x-y coordinate matrix are saved to the new data 
file. Finally, if study is 0 the program ends.
TmePrinUip
This is Truer.tip''s analogy to VcrPrinl.tip, the main difference being that 
the matrixes are formatted differently. As stated before, this program 
represents the only way to write int variables onto an image, since vtext and 
txt absolutely will not work for int variables. This program takes a 2 digit int 
number, breaks it up, and uses a long series of case/label/endcases to put 
together a char variable: This program has been adapted to use the matrixes 
cx and cy for the x-y coordinates, respectively.
Local Variables declares the variables used in this subroutine. The x-y 
coordinate data is in cx and cy with the pointers cells and frame.
Print numbers on screen shows the method used for converting the 
integer into a char. This program loops for each cell found in cx and cy. The 
tens digit is taken off and a series of case/label/endcases identifies the correct 
number to put into the char variable numstr. The ones digit is then 
calculated and another series of case/label/endcases puts the number into 
num2. These two are then coneatted together. Next, the x-y coordinate is 
read from cx ami cy, respectively, and if the coordinates will put the number
off screen, corrects the data so that the numbers will stay on the screen. 
Otherwise, there is an offset of (x+14, y+4) to the x-y coordinates for the 
numbers to be printed on the screen.
TraceXY.tip
This program displays the Ar data for a given cell, or the distance that the 
cell moved in that time interval. The program is kept short, since to display 
all of the Ar data takes a long time.
Local variables declares the variables used in this subroutine, cx and cy 
contain the x and y coordinates, frame contains the number of frames in this 
sequence, and num contains the cell number to be analyzed.
Write numbers calculates the x displacement, the y displacement, then 
calculates r = /^x? + y  ^ to get the displacement. The interval number versus
the displacement is displayed and this procedure is repeated (count) until all 
of the intervals have been displayed.
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! **• Vcr.ttp *•*
I
! See VcrNotes for more into.
! World variables--*■ 
vdel * 
kitt/w *
dec!/w con v float 
decl/w inter int 
ded/w rate int 
decl/w rl short 512 512 
decl/w r2 short 512 512 
decl/w r3 short 512 512 
decl/w r4 short 512 512 
dod/w totimcint 
ded/w/pos=r3b1 sbit/p-1 
dcd/w/pos=r3b2sbit/p~2
I — Local variables — 
dcclmagint 
dec) minute float 
dec! mnrate int 
ded speed int 
decl reply char 
ded/isl rep1y2 int
! — Enter data — 
clrscr
write Vcr.tip
write "\nThis program allows you to bring images from the VCR to the* 
write "hard drive, play the images in a movie sequence, and manualliy" 
write "or automatically track cells or particles around the images." 
while <LT inter 1) do
write An\nThe minimum time for saving images is 5 seconds. V
write "\nEnter tape speed (2 for 2 H, etc.):*
read speed
div 2 speed mnrate
mut mnrate 5 mnrate
do
ctearconv
write "\nEnter the magnification factor (10,20):" 
mad mag 
if«Qii*«g2®
copyl.0W1799913a>nv 
%vrite n\nCmverskm factor: 1J09 um/pixel" 
elseif (EQmag 10)
copy 1.931667958 conv 
write ”\nCon version factor: 1.93 um/pixol." 
else
write "\n-> Unknown magnification factor!" 
endif
until (NE conv 0)
write ”\nEnter grabbing rate in tape time seconds" 
write/f="(Should be greater than %d s):" mnrate 
mad rate
if (GT mnrate rate)
write/f=”\n«> Warning! The grabbing rate is - than 7d s!" mnrate 
endif
write "\nEnter the total taping tinv of the experiment in seconds:” 
read loti me 
mul rate 2 inter 
div speed inter inter
write/f=”\nActual recording interval: %d s" inter 
copy (totime*spoed /120.0) minute
write/f='Total time of taping: %ds = % b.2( min - %6.2fhr" $
(totimeSpeed/2) minute (minute/60) 
if (GT inter totime) then
write ”\n-> The total time must be greater than the interval time!” 
copy 0 inter 
else
write "\nls this correct (y/n)?” 
read reply
if (AND (NE reply ”y”) (NE reply "l")) then 
copy 0 inter 
endif 
endif 
endwhile
I — Main menu — 
while (NE reply2 0) 
clrscr 
vdel •
write Vcr.tip Main Menu ***\n"
write ” 1 - get images from ver”
write " 2 - view movie sequence”
write” 3 - automatic tracking"
write ” 4 • manual tracking"
write ” 5 - trace cell (Trace.tip)"
write " 6-get single frame or background image"
write” 7 - show picture”
write " 8 - data formats”
write ” 9 - version notes”
write " O-quit”
write "NnEnter your choice."
read reply2
clrscr
case reply2 of 
label 1 
venec 
label 2 
vcrmovie 
label 3 
vcrauto 
label 4 
vcrman 
label 5 
trace 
label 6 
vcrframe 
label 7 
vcrpic 
label 8 
vcrdata 
label 9 
vcmotes 
label 0 
label* 
beep 
endcase 
end while
write H\n#** The End ***\n"
! *** VcrAuto.tip ###
t¥
! This subroutine automatically tracks cells or particles.
! — Local variables — 
decl ave int 
ded bf sbit/p=2 512 512 
d ed /M  bpoint int 
decl bseq int 6 3 
decl cell int 
ded dx int 
ded dy int 
ded end int 
decl file char 
decl flag int 
ded/MOO high int 
ded labels int 
ded loop int 
ded/i»70 low int 
decl mxarea int 
decl mesg char 
decl method logical 
decl name char 
ded nocell int 
ded number int 
ded out char
ded path sbit/p«1 512 512
ded/i» 1 point int
decl rrl short 512512
decl rr2 short 512512
ded/MIOsdint
decl seq int 6
decl start int
ded tpl int
decl tp2 int
ded time int
decl timer int
! — Initialization — 
write VcrAuto.tip
write B\nThis subroutine automatically tracks cells or particles
Vcr Rk file start end out
copy start time
write/outM&out/a rate
write/outMlout/a ((end-start)/inter*rate)
blinebf005100
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blinebf 5100510473
Mine bf 510 473 0 473
Mine bf 0 473 0 0
write/f«"\n~ Time *3fd time
write/outst-namc/f-@file time
imread ©name r3
sub r2 r3 rl
Vcrlmage point seq
copy rl r3
average rl ave
VcrHiLo high low ave sd method 
VcrBin bpoint bs<\|
write "NnEnter the number of cells to track;" 
read nocell
di'cl coord int (nocolb 1) 5
copy (totime/inter) number
dec! cellda int (number+2) (nocelbl) 3
write/outf~©out/a nocell
writc/outf-@out/a conv
clear timer
for cell 1 to nocell
VcrSelect cell nocell cmird cellda timer 
end for
I — Show Images — 
for time start to end by inter 
write/outst==mesg/f=='Tifne %d" time 
opcnmsg ©mesg 
incr timer
write/f~"\n~ Time %d —" time
write /ou tst=name /f=@fi le time
imread ©name r3
sub r2 r3 rl
vdel *
qdr3
if (EQ method .t.) 
average rl ave 
copy (ave+sd) high 
copy (ave-sd) low 
endif
for loop 1 to point 
case seq(loop) of 
label 1 
percrl 
label 2 
eql rl
label 4 
unif rl 
label 5 
kuwa rl 
label 6 
mul rl 15 rl 
dip rl 
label * 
endc&se 
ondfor 
duvs rl r4
put rl rrl high 0 0 255 
put rl rr2 low 255 0 0 
add rrl rr2 rl 
duvs rl bl 
for loop 1 to bpoint 
casebseq<loop,l)of 
label 1
beros bl bl bseq(loop,2) 4-8 0 
label 2
bdiia bl bl bseq(loop,2) 4-8 0 
label 3
bopen bl bl bseq(bop^) 4-8 0 
label 4
bdos bl bl bseqdoop,2) 4-8 0 
label 5 
bperc bl bl 
label 6 
bmajbl bl 
label 7 
bpsrbl bl 
label • 
endcaso 
endfor 
dlsplbl
displ/r=path/b^bf r4 
if (GT timer 1)
VcrPrinl nocell (timer-1) cellda 
endif
displ/xsize=1/ysize=l r4 
displ/xsize=l /ysize-1 r4 
displ/xsize=l /ystee=l r4
! — Loop for each cell—
.
for celt 1 to nocell do 
absd coord(cclU) coordkvll,3) dx 
absd coord(cell,2) coord (eel 1,4) dy 
decl temp sbit/p-1 dx dy 
dec! lblimg short dx dy 
duvs b1 temp coord(cell,1) coord(cell,2) 
blabel temp lblimg 8 labels 
if (NE labels 0) 
dec! xentr float labels 
decl yentr float labels 
dec! area int labels 
decl joke int labels 
shape lblimg joke xentr yentr area 
copy 0 flag 
copy area(0) mxarea 
for loop 0 to (labels-1) 
if (GT area(loop) mxarea) 
copy area(loop) mxarea 
copy kx>p flag 
endif 
endfor
copy xcntr(flag)+coord{eell,l)+1 cellda( timer ,cell,1) 
copy ycntrtflag)+coord(cell,2)+l cellda(timer,ce!l,2) 
else
decl joke int 
decl xentr float 
ded yentr float 
decl area int 
copy area mxarea
copy xentr+coord(coll,1 )+l cellda( timer,cell,1) 
copy yentr+coord(ccll,2)+l cellda(timer,eell,2) 
endif
if (GE ce!lda(timcr,cell,l) 512) then 
copy 512 cellda(timer,ce!l,1) 
endif
if (LE cellda(timer,cell,l) 0) then 
copy 0 cellda(timer,cell,l) 
endif
if (GE celida(timcr,cell,2) 512) then 
copy 512 cetlda( timer,cell,2) 
endif
if (LE cellda(timer,cefl,2) 0) then 
copy 0 cellda(timer,cell,2) 
endif
copy (cellda(timer,cell,l )-dx/2) coord(cell,l) 
copy (cellda(timer,cell,! )+dx/2) coord(cell,3)
copy (ceilda<timer,cell,2)-dx/2) coord(cell,2) 
copy <cellda(timcr,cell,2)+dx/2) coord(cell,4) 
if (LI cooni(eell,t) 0) 
copy 0 eoord(eell,1) 
endif
if (LE coord(ccll,2) 0) 
copy 0coord(cell,2) 
endif
if(LEcoord(cclI3)0) 
copy 0 ciK>rd(cell3) 
endif
if (LE coord(ceil,4) 0) 
copy OcoonKcelM) 
endif
if (GT coord(a»ll,1) 512) 
copy 512 coord (cel 1,1) 
endif
if (GT coord(cell,2) 512) 
copy 512 coord(cell,2) 
endif
if (GT cootd(cell,3) 512) 
copy 512 coordCcelU) 
endif
if (GT coord(cell,4) 512) 
copy 512 coord(ce11,4) 
endif 
kill temp 
kill IWtmg 
kill area 
kilt joke 
kill xentr 
kill yentr
write/outMlout/for=M%d %d 7a cvllda(timer,cell,l) $ 
eellda(timer,cell,2) 
if (GT timer 1)
Wine path cellda(ttmeM,cell,l) cellda(timer-1 #ceSI#2) $ 
cel lda( timer ,0.41,1) celkla(timer,cell,2)
else
Wine path cellda(timer,cell,1) cellda(timer,cell,2) 
endif
writ£/out$tsmesg/f=M%d“ cell 
copy coord(celU) tpl 
copy coord(celW) tp2 
if (GT (tpl-nlx) 512) 
suhdx 511 tpi 
endif
if (GT (tp2+dy) 512) 
sub dy 511 tp2 
endff
di$pl/xpan~tp1 /ypan-tp2/xs=dx/ys=dy/b=bf/h~@mesg/r=path r4 
endfor
! — End frame — 
vdel 4 
vdel 5 
vdel 6 
beep
copy bl b2 
do
copv r4 rl 
write "\n O-OK” 
write ” -1 * Redo background” 
write “ -2 - Clear tracks' 
write" Number of cell to reposition" 
write ”\ Enter your choice:” 
read cell 
if (EQ cell -1)
Vcrlmagc point seq
VcrHiLo high low ave sd method
write "\n(Binarization process not shown.)"
VcrBin bpoint bseq 
elseif (EQ cell -2) 
dear path 
elseif (GT cell 0)
VcrSelect cell nocell coord cellda (timer-1) 
endif
until (EQ cell 0) 
end for 
vde l *
displ/r^path r4
VcrPrint nocell (timer-1) cellda
write "NnEnd of tracking.”
wait
return
! **• VcrBin •••
i
! Clean up binarized image 
!
! VcrBin bpoint bseq
! — Local variables — 
ded/a-1 point int 
decl/a=2 bseq int 
dec! loop int 
docl reply int 
decl reply 1 int
! — Input procedure ** 
vdel * 
qd rl 
do
vdel 2 
displ b2
write ”\n 0 - Done"
write" 1 * Beros, binary erosion”
write" 2 * Bdila, binary dilation"
write " 3 - Bopen, binary open"
write" 4 - Bclose, binary dose"
write" 5 - Bperc, percentile filtering”
write " 6 - Bmaj, majority vote"
write" 7 - Bpsr, dot filtering"
write" 8 - Clear sequence"
write "NnSequence:”
for loop 1 to 5
write/f=" %d %d" bseqOoop,!) b$eq(loop,2) 
endfor 
do
write "\nEnter your choice:” 
read reply
until (OR (LT point 6) (OR (EQ reply 8) (EQ reply 0)))
case reply of
labels
far loop 1 to 5 
dear bseq(kx>p,1) 
dear bseqOoop,2) 
endfor 
oopyblb2 
copy 1 point 
label 1
copy 1 bseqipoinM)
write "\nHow many cycles?” 
read replyl
beros b2 b2 reply! 4-8 0 
copy reply! bseq(poink2) 
incr point 
label 2
copy 2 bseq(point,1) 
write "\nHow many cycles?" 
read replyl
bdila b2 b2 replyl 4 8 0 
copy replyl bseq(point,2) 
incr point 
label 3
copy 3 bseq(poini,1) 
write ”\nHow many cycles?" 
read replyl
bopen b2 b2 replyl 4-8 0 
copy replyl bseq(point,2) 
incr point 
label 4
copy 4 bseqlpoinU) 
write "\nHow many cyck's?" 
read reply!
bclos b2 b2 repl y 1 4-3 0 
copy replyl bseq(point,2) 
incr point 
label 5
copy 5 bseq(potnt,!) 
bpercb2b2 
incr point 
label 6
copybbseqipotnU) 
bmajb2b2 
incr point 
label 7
copy7bseq(point,1)
bpsrb2b2
incr point
label •
endcase
until (EQ reply 0)
return
oopyb2bl
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ..
» ♦** VcrData.tip ***
t
! -  Vcr.tip Data Formats -
l
! Variables used in the Vcr.tip data format are as follows:
! a = grabbing rate in tape time seconds
! b = total time of taping, in tape time seconds 
! n = number of cells in file 
! m « number of frames in file, = b/a 
! c * conversion of length in gm/pixel, floating point 
! x(m,n) * x position of cell h in frame m, in pixels 
! y(m,n) = y position of cell n in frame m, in pixels 
! ;■
! Notes:
! Actual spaces are enclosed in (brackets), other spaces are for clarity.
! The first three numbers in the file (a, b, and n) are right 
! Justified 11 spaces a way from the left margin, eg: if n=l, then line 3 
! would be: 110 spacesl 1
! All numbers in the file are integers, except for c, which is floating 
! point, eg; 1.9316679e+00
1 Tltis format can be read and written by several programs, including the?
! BDS programs Vcr.tip, and Tracc.tip and the applications DataSp and 
! MeanSq.
!
! The Vcr.tip data format is as follows:
! UMa) spaces] a 
! |11-(b) spaces) b 
! )1 Hn) spaces) n 
! c
! x( 1,1) (5 spaces) y(U )
! x(1,2)|5 spaces) y(1,2)
i • « r
•  •  *  *
! x(1,n) |3 spaces! y(l,n)
! x(2,l)|5 spaces} y(2,1)
I x(2,2)(S spacesl y(2j)
! : : :
! x(m,n) (5 spacesl y(m,n)
!
!
! -  MeanSq Format -
r
! Variables used in the MeanSq format are as follows:
! m ^numberof frames in file 
! t(m )« m’th time interval in tape time seconds,» m*a 
! where a is the grabbing rate (see above)
* 90 ■
! dim)« mean square displacement of respective nVth time interval
i
I Notes:
! Actual spaces are enclosed in (brackets], other spaces are for clarity.
! This format is for only 1 cell, unlike die VcrData format.
! The last number in each row is right justified 8 spaces away from the 
! ItabJ, eg: if t*900 and d»lOO.O0, then that line would be:
I 900 (tab) |2 spaces) 100.00
! t is an integer, d is fixed 2 places after the diecimal point, eg: 354.20 
! This format is written by the application MeanSq, for use in curve fitting 
! programs, such as KaleidaGraph.
;
! The MoanSq format is as follows:
! t(1) |tab| |8-(d) spacosl d(l)
! t<2> llahl |8-<d) spaces) d(2)
I . . . .
! dm) |tab||8-(d) spaces) d(m)
! -  KaleidaGraph Curve Fitting -
t
*
! Least squares fitting in KaleidaGraph:
i 1. Open data file in KaleidaGraph. Select Delimiter = Tab, Number = 1 
! Lines Skipped == 0, no Options.
! 2. Plot data using ’Galtery-Unear-LineM. Select X = A and Y = B.
! 3. Go to "Curve Fit-General". Check B, then go to "Define..."
! 4. Check “Specify Partials..." box. The “Weight Data" box should not be 
! checked. Set Allowable Error * 0%.
! 5. For Dunn's formula MSD- 2 S ^ P  Ct-PO -e'H-t/P))), set General 
! Curve Fit to:
! 2*ml *ml *m2*(m0-m2*( 1 -exp< -m0/ m2)));m0=1 ;m 1 =.020292,m2=873.36
! and Parameter Partial Derivative to:
! 4*m1 tm2#(m0*m2#(1 <oxp(-m0/m2)))
! where mO is the time, ml is the speed, and m2 is the persistence.
! 6. Hit OK, then hit OK to go back to the plot.
! 7. The computer will say “Fitting 2*m1#ml*m2*(nd)-m2*(l-exp(-m0/m2)) 
! then print a box listing ml, m2, Chisq, and R.
help VcrData
i *** Vcr File, tip
i ■ ■ ■ " . ■ ■ ■ ■. . ■ "
! Input file data.
i
1 VcrFile file start end out
! — Local variables — 
decl/a=l file char 
decl/a=2 start int 
decl/a=3 end int 
decl/a=4 out char 
dec) back char 
decl reply char 
decl replyl int
! — Enter data — 
do
write "\nEnter filename of images (without time numbers):” 
read/I file
write "SnEnter starting frame number:" 
read start 
do
wnte/f*"\nEnter ending frame number (maximum of %d);" totime 
read end
if (GT end totime)
write/f*"\n->Ending frame number must be less than %d!" totime 
endif
until (LE end totime)
write "\n 1 - Get background image”
writeM 2 - No background"
write "Enter your choice:"
read replyl
if (EQ replyl 1)
write "\nEnter file name (without extensions):" 
read/! back
concat back "4at" back 
irnread ©back r2 
else 
dear r2 
endif
write "\nEnter output filename (without extensions):" 
read/lout
write M\nimage filename file 
write/f*"starting frame : %d“ start 
write/f="ending frame : %d" end 
if (NE reply! 1)
copy "none" back 
etufif
write "background back 
write "output file out 
write "\n!s this correct (y/n)?" 
read reply
until (OR (EQ reply "y") (EQ reply "1"))
concat file “ %d.dat" file
return
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! *** VcrFrame.tip *M
» -
*■
! This subroutine acquires and saves a single frame.
! — local variables — 
decl ave int 
decl file char 
decl reply char
! — Enter file data-~  
write "*** VcrFrame.tip '
write "SnThis subroutine acquires and saves a single frame. The image can”
write "also be used as a background image."
say " Please turn on the camera!!\n\n A sync signal is required."
do
write *’\nEnter filename of image:" 
read/! file
write "\nls this correct <y/n)?" 
lead reply
until (OR (EQ reply "y") (EQ reply *T")) 
concat file ".daf" file
write "\nHow many frames to average over?" 
read ave
write "XnAdvance tape to desired field. Align image with mouse." 
write ’’Hit command-Q then pause VCR to proceed." 
pvideo/im=r1 2 rl 
if (LE ave 4) 
plive 2 rl 
else
paverage 2 rl ave
write M\nls this correct (y/n)?"
read reply
vdel*
until (OR (EQ reply "y") (EQ reply T »
imwrite r! ©file
write "\n" ©file "savedAn”
wait
! Hi and Lo cutoffs
! VcrHiLo high low ave sd method
! — Local Variables — 
decl/a-1 high int 
decl/a=2 low int 
decl/a=3 ave int 
dccl/a=4 sd int 
duel/a=5 method logical 
dec! reply int 
decl rrl short 512 512 
decl rr2 short 512 512
! — Enter high/low data — 
vdel * 
qdrl 
do
put rl rrl high 0 0  255 
put rl rr2 low 255 0 0 
add rrl rr2 rrl 
vdel 2 
qdrrl
write "\n 0 - Done”
write/f~" 1 - Change lower bound (%d)" low 
write " (cut-off methodl" 
write/f=" 2 - Change upper bound (% dY‘ high 
write M |cut-off methodl*’
write/f=" 3 - Change standard deviation (9f d)‘‘ sd 
write " (averaging method)"
write "Method to use:" 
if (EQ method ,f.) 
write" cut-off method" 
else
write" averaging method" 
endif
write "\nEnter your choice:" 
read reply 
if (EQ reply 11
write "\nEnter new lower bound:" 
read low 
clear method 
elseif (EQ reply 2) 
write "\nEnter new upper bound:"
! *** VcrHiLo.tip ***
read high 
dear method 
elseif (EQ reply 3)
write "\nEnter new standard deviation 
read sd
copy (ave-sd) low 
copy (ave+sd) high 
copy 1 method 
endif
until (EQ reply 0) 
duvs rrl hi 
copy bl b2 
return
! Vcr Image, tip ***
i
! Input subroutine for cleaning up initial images
t
l Vcrimage point seq
! — Local variables — 
ded/a=1 point int 
ded/a*2 seq int 
dec! loop int 
decl reply int
! — Input procedure — 
do
vdel * 
qdr1
write "\n O-Done"
write " 1 - Perc, percentile filter”
write " 2 * Eql# histogram equilization"
write " 3 - Cst, contrast stretch"
write " 4 • Unif, uniform filter"
write" 5 - Kuwa, edge preserving smoothing"
write" 6 - lighten image"
write" 7 - Clear sequence"
write/ f ^ "Sequence: %d %d %d %d %d" seqd) seq(2) seq<3) seq(4) seq(5) 
do
write "\nEnter your choice:" 
read reply
until (OR (LT point 6) (OR (EQ reply 7) (EQ reply 0))) 
case reply of 
label 7 
tor loop 1 to5 
dear seqOoop) 
endtor 
subr2r3r1 
copy 1 point 
label 6
copy 6 seq(point) 
mul rl 1.5 rl 
clip rl 
ina point 
label 1
copy 1 seq(point) 
percrl 
incr point 
label 2
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copy 2 seq(point) 
cqirl 
incr point 
label 3
copy 3 seq(point) 
cstrl 
incr point 
label 4
copy 4 seq( point) 
unifrl 
incr point 
label 5
copy 5 seq( point) 
kuwa rl 
incr point 
label * 
ondcaso
until (EQ reply 0) 
return
! *** VcrMan.tip ***
i
! This subroutine manually tracks cells or particles.
! — Local variables — 
decl cell ini 
decl end int 
decl file char 
decl mesg char 
decl name char 
decl nocelt Int 
decl out char 
d ed /M  point int 
decl seq int 6 
decl start int 
dec! time int 
decl timer int
1 — Init —
write VcrMan.tip ***”
write H\nThis subroutine manually tracks cells or particles.*’
VcrFile file start end out
copy start time
write/outf=®out/a rate
write/outf«9out/a ((end-start)/integrate)
write/f*"\n~ Time %d time
write/outstsname/f«#file time
imread tename r3
subr2r3rl
Vcrlmage point seq
vdel •
qdrl
write "\nEnter the number of cells to track:’’ 
read nocell
decl cellda int ((end-start)/inter+l) (nocell+t) 3 
write/outfM$out/a nocell 
write/outf«#out/a conv 
clear bl
f — Cell tracking — 
for time start to end by inter 
write/f*’\n~ Time %d - M time 
write/outst*nttsg/f*MTime %d" time 
openmsgQmesg
write/out$t»name/f=®file time 
imread ©name rl
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for cell 1 to point 
case seq(cell) of 
label 1 
pertrl 
label 2 
eqlrl 
label 3 
cstrl 
label 4 
unifrl 
label 5 
kuwa r! 
label 6 
mulrl 1.5 rl 
chprl 
label * 
endcase 
endfor
displ/r*bi rl 
if (GT timer 0)
VcrPrtnt nocell (timer-1) cellda 
endif
for cell 1 to nocell 
write/f«*\n- Cell # %d cell 
write ’’Please click on center of cell.” 
vmouse ce!lda(timer,cell,l) cellda(timer,cell,2) 
write/outMknit/f*'%d %d’7a $ 
cellda(timer,cell,l) cellda(timer,cell,2) 
if (GT timer 0)
bline bl cellda(timer-l,ccll,l) cellda(timer-l,cell,2) $ 
cellda(timer,cell, 1) cellda(Hmer,cell,2) 
dae
bline bl cellda(timer,cell,1) cellda(timer,0 *11,2) 
endif 
endfor 
incr timer 
endfor
! — Show results — 
vdel *
displ/r-bl rl
VcrPHnt nocell (timer-1) cellda 
write ”\nEnd of tracking.” 
wait 
return
! VcrMovte.tip •“
i
t
! This subroutine displays up to 32 images in a movie sequence,
! — Local variables— 
ded countint 
declendint 
ded Me char 
dec! maxend int 
ded name char 
ded reply char 
dec! start int 
ded text char 
ded time int
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!.— Enter file data — 
write VcrMovie.tip **•”
write ”\nThis subroutine displays up to 32 images in a movie sequence.” 
say" Please turn on the camera!!\n\n A sync signal is required.” 
do
write "\nEnter filename of images (without time numbers):” 
read/l Me
write ”\nEnter starting frame number:” 
read start
copy ((start+31 Pinter) maxend 
do
write/f«”\nEnter ending frame number (maximum of %d):M maxend 
read end
if (GT end maxend)
write/f*”\n-> Ending frame number must be less than %d!)M maxend 
endlf
until (LE end maxend) 
write "\nls this correct (y/n)?” 
read reply
until (AND (NE reply "y”) (NE reply T ) )
concat file 1 %d,datw Me
concat ”rh 372:bds-image:" file file
! — Enter images—
write -’XnPlease wait... this may take a white...." 
for time start to end by inter 
incr count
write/f-AnTile: %d Frame: %d” count time 
write/out»t»name/f»#fite time 
imread tename rl 
loadbulktile rl 1 count
SkMMM
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end for 
qdrl
write “NnFIrst tile; 
write/f="Ust tile: 
movie
V
%d\n" count
i *♦* v CrNotes tip ***
»
♦  -
? Version 3.1.
! TaniChen, 4/9/93
t
.* The manual and automatic tracking programs and the tracing program have all 
! been further subdivided to increase the overall speed, especially the routines 
! that print cell numbers onthescreen. Some of the other subroutines have 
I also been pared down and excess variables removed. These changes allow images 
! from the vcr to be captured at 4 to 5 second intervals with Finder turned off 
! using the Speedy Finder 7 control panel. Also, a T ‘ can be used instead of a 
! MyM for (y/n) questions, and filenames can now include arbitrary spaces.
! Following is a listing of the 20 subroutines of this pmgram:
1
! Vcr.tip Mam program, data entry.
1 VcrAuto.tip Automatic tracking of cells.
! VcrBin.tip Binarizes image.
! VcrData.tip Listing of file formats.
! VcrPile.tip Input data for tracking.
! VcrFrame.tip Get single image from vcr.
! VcrHiLo.tip Sets cutoffs for binarization.
! Vcrtmage.tip Cleans up image.
1 VcrMan.Up Manual bracking of cells.
! VcrMovie.tip Plays back sequence of images.
1 VcrNotes.tip Verson notes.
1 VcrPic.tip Displays single image, 
f  VcrPrintUp Writes numbers on image.
I VcrRec.tip Records images from vcr.
1 VcrSelect.tip Selects cell on image.
! Trace.tip Loads images.
! Trace2.tip Loads data.
! Trace3.tip Clips data paths and saves images.
! TracePrinttip Writes numbers on image, 
i  TraceXY.tip Calculates distant between points.
I
»
i '
I Version 3.0.
I Tani Chen, 9/21/92
I
! This program is s complete re-write of Vcr.tip. Most of the functions have 
I been broken up into subroutines that are separate programs. These functions 
I and their filenames are:
!
! Vcr.tip Main program, data entry.
! VcrRec.tip Records images from VCR (channel 2).
\ VcrMovie, tip Plays hi c k  sequence of images as a movie.
! VcrAuto.tip Automatic tracking of cells or particles.
I VcrMan.tip Manual tracking of cells or particles.
! VcrFrame.tip Acquire single image or background image 
! VcrPic,tip Displays a frame
! VcrData.tip Help file for file formats, type "vcrdata" for more
S'. information,
! Trace,tip independent routine that can be accessed through Vcr, used
! for displaying and clipping cell paths. Type "trace" to
! run program or “help trace" for more information.
i
1 Written by Tani Chen, 9/21 /92 
1 With special help from Carl Knable
!
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! Version 2.0.
! Carl Knable, 6/10/92
i
! New Tracking Program 
! By Carl Knable and Tani Chen 6/10/92
r
i
! Version 1.1.
! Christine Schmidt, 4/16/92
■»■■ ■ . .
! This program first stores images from the VCR to the computer hard chive 
! (which will need to be stored onto Retrospect or deleted) at an interval 
! of 13 seconds unless otherwise specified by the user. The computer can 
l then track a gold particle on a cell surface or can track an individual 
I cell as a function of rime. One also has the option o f viewing the taped 
\ sequence (up to 32 images) in the movie loop function.
i
•
! by Christine Schmidt 
I Nov 11991
! Modified April 16,1992 
!
! _ _______ _
!
! Version 1.0.
! Christine Schmidt, 11/1/91
!
! This program first stores tinages from the VCR to the computer hard drive 
! (which will need to be stored onto  Retrospect or deleted) at an interval 
! of 13 seconds unless otherwise specified by the user. The computer can
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! then track a gold particle on a cell surface or can track an individual 
! cell as a function of time. One also has the option of viewing the taped 
! sequence (up to 32 images) in the movie loop function.
i
! by Christine Schmidt 
! Nov 1 1991
help VcrNotes 
wait
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i « .  VcrPic.tip *M
I
! This subroutine displays a single image.
! — Local variables — 
dec! file char 
dec! name char 
dec! reply char
! — Get image — 
write "••• VcrPic.tip
write ‘AnThis subroutine displays an image” 
do
write ’AnEnter filename of image:" 
read/! file
coneat ”rh 572:bds-image:M file file
imread ©file rl 
qd rl
write ’AnA nether (y/n)?” 
read reply
until (AND (NE reply "y") <NE reply T »  
vdel *
1 *** VcrPrint.tip *M
t
! Write cell numbers on screen
i
! VcrPrint nocell timer cellda
! — Local Variables — 
decl/a=1 nocell int 
decl/a=2 timer int 
dec! /a =3 cellda int 
dec! loop int 
dec! numstr char 
decl num2 char 
decl sub int 
decl x int 
decl y int
— Print numbers on screen 
for loop 1 to nocell 
dear numstr 
copy (loop/10) sub 
case sub of 
label 0
copy "" numstr 
label 1
copy 'T  numstr 
label 2
copy "2" numstr 
label 3
copy H3" numstr 
label 4
copy "4" numstr 
label 5
copy "5" numstr 
label 6
copy "6" numstr 
label 7
copy*T numstr 
label 8
copy ”8" numstr 
label 9
copy "9" numstr 
endcase
copy (loop-sub* 10) sub 
case sub i
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copy 'XT num2 
label 1
copy T ' num2 
label 2
copy' T  num2 
label 3
copy "3" num2 
label 4
copy "4” num2 
label 5
copy ”5” num2 
label 6
copy "6" nim\2 
label 7
copy’T  num2 
label 8
copy ’8" num2 
label 9
copy "9“ num2 
endcase
concai numstr num2 numstr 
copy celldaf timer,loop,1) x 
copy celldaf timer,loop,2) v 
if (GT x 480) 
copy480x 
else
copy (x+I4) x 
endif 
if (LT x 5) 
copy 5 x 
endif 
if (LT y 5) 
copy <y+4) y 
else
copy (y-4) y 
endif
if (GT y 490) 
copy 490 y 
endif
vtext ©numstr x y 
end for 
return
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VcrRec.tip **♦
t '
! This subroutine records images from the VCR onto the hard drive.
! — Local variables — 
declave int 
dec! file char 
dec! name char 
dec! reply char 
dec! stop logical 
dec! time int
! Enter file data — 
write "*** VcrRec.tip ***"
write "SnThis subroutine records images from the VCR onto the hard drive." 
write "The images will be placed in the current directory." 
say" Please turn on the camera!l\n\n A sync signal is required." 
do
write "\nEnter filename for images (time number in seconds" 
write "and .dat extender will be appended):" 
read/! file
concat file " %d.dat" file
write "\nHow many frames to average over?"
read ave
write "\nls this correct (y/n)?" 
read reply
until (OR (EQ reply y >  (EQ reply "1"))
! *~ Get image position — 
do ■ . . ■ ■
write "\nAdvance tape to desired field. Align image with mouse." 
write "Hit command-Q then pause VCR to proceed." 
pvideo/im=rl 2 rl 
write M\nls this correct (y/n)?" 
read reply 
vdel*
until (OR (EQ reply "y") (EQ reply "H)
I — Save images —
write "\nPlay VCR, then hit any key to begin storing images to hard drive." 
write "\nPlease do not use any other programs, and make sure that all other" 
write "applications have been shut down and that no one is connected (check" 
write "die File Sharing Monitor on the Control Panel). Also make sure that" 
write "the specified filenames do not already exist in the BDS folder An" 
wait 
drscr
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write "— Saving images to hard drive —" 
write/f-M\n!mages averaged over %d frames." ave
write "\nPlease do not use any other programs, as that will mess up the timer." 
clear time 
interval /set*inter
while (AND (LE time totime) (NE stop .true.)) 
interval/wait stop "Quit" 
plive 2 rl 
plive 2 rl 
plive 2 rl 
if (LE ave 4) then 
plive 2 rl 
else
paverage 2 rl ave 
endif
write/f*0file/outst=name time 
imwrite rl ©name 
add inter time 
end while 
vdel • 
beep
if (EQ stop .true.)
write "\nStopped. Please stop the VCRAn" 
else
write "\nSaving complete. Please stop the VCRAn" 
endif 
wait
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••• VcrSelect •••
Select a cell
VcrSelect cell ncKell coord cel Ida timer
! — Local variables --- 
decl/a=l cell int 
decl/a-2 nocell int 
decl/a=3 coord int 
decl/a~4 cel Ida int 
decl/a=5 timer int 
decl reply char
! — Select cell — 
do
vdcl * 
qdrl
if (GT timer 0)
VcrPrint nocell timer cel Id a 
endif 
displ b2
write/f»M\n- Cell # %d cell
write "\nPlease draw a box around the cell you wish to track.’ 
write "Leave enough room in the box so the cell can move a” 
write "short distance."
vmouse/box/drawinga>lor=l31 coord(cell,t) coord(celi,2) $ 
coord(cell,3) coord(cell,4) 
write ”\nls this correct (y/n)?" 
read reply
until (OR (EQ reply "y") (EQ reply "1"))
I *** Trace.tip ***
!
! This program traces cell paths.
! — World variables — 
kfll/w * 
ded/w cells int 
decl/w ccmv float 
decl/w da file char
ded/w/i="rh 572:bds«image:M folder char 
decl/w frame int 
decl/w image short 512 512 
ded/w inter int
! — Local variables — 
dec! imfile char 
dec! to time int
! — Load images and data —
vdel *
clrscr
write "**”  Trace.tip ***•”
write ”\nThis program displays cell tracks and allows portions of each”
write “track to be saved to a new file."
write M\nFile must be in” folder
write ”\nEnter data filename:”
read/I dafile
concat folder dafile dafile
write "SnEnter complete image filename:”
read/I imfile
concat folder imfile imfile
write ”\nOpening” dafile ” ...”
road /  i n f a  file inter
read /inf«@dafile/r*2 to time
read/inf=©dafile/r=3 cells
read/inf*©dafile/r«4 conv
copy (totime/inter+1) frame
ded/w cx int (cells+l) (frame+1)
decl/w cy int (cells* 1) (frame+1)
write ”\nOpening” imfile
imread ©imfile image
qd image
Trace2
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! ••• Trace2.tip •••
I
! Continuation of trace tip.
! — Variables — 
decl/w bl sbit/p=l 512 512 
decl/w b2 sbit/p«2 512 512 
decl cell no int 
dec! count int 
decl rec int 
decl x int 
decl y int
! — Main loop — 
for cellno 1 to cells do 
write/f= ’’Loading cell %d...” cellno 
copy (cellno+4) rec 
read/inf=@dafile/r=rec x y 
Wine bl x y 
Wine b2 x y 
copy x cx(cellno,l) 
copy y ey(ce!lno,l) 
for count 2 to frame do 
copy (cellno+< count-1 )*cells+4) rec 
read/inf=<ldaftlo/r=rec x y 
Wine bl cxCcollno,count-1) cy(cellno,count-1) x y 
Wine b2 x y
copy x cx( cellno,count) 
copy y cy(cellno,count) 
endfor
if (and (and (GT (x-5) 0) (LT <x+5) 511)) (and (GT (y-5) 0) (LT (y+5) 511))) 
Wine b2 (x+5) y (x-5) y 
Wine b2 x (y-5) x (y+5) 
end if 
endfor 
vdel *
displ/r=bl /g=b2 image 
TracePrint cells frame cx cy 
Trace3
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! Trace3.tip •••
t
! Continuation of trace.tip,
! — Local variables — 
decl count int 
dec! end int
dec! image2 short 512 512 
decl imfile char 
decl modtim int 
decl reply char 
decl reply2 char 
decl start int 
decl/i-1 study int
! — Main loop —
write M\nThe + indicates the ending position of the cell” 
while (NE study 0)
write/f="\nEnter cell number (1 to %dV cells
write "-1 to display new image, -2 to save Image, or 0 to quit.”
read study
if (GT study cells)
write/f*='*\n-> Cells numbered from 1 to %d.” cells 
elseif (EQ study -1) 
vdel *
write ”\nEnter complete image filename (2 words):” 
read /I imfile
concat folder imfile imfile 
write "\nOpening" imfile 
imread ©imfile image 
displ/r*bl /g=b2 image 
TracePrint cells frame cx cy 
elseif (EQ study *2) 
for start 1 to cells do 
write/f*MDrawing cell %d...” start 
for count 2 to frame do
bline bl (cx(start,count-l)+l) cyCstart,count-1) $
(cx(sta recount)* 1) cy(start,count) 
bline bl cx(staitcount-l) (cy(start,count-1 HI )$  
cx(start,count) (cy(start,countHl) 
bline bl (cx(start,count*1 )* 1) (cy(start,count-l)+l) $ 
(cx(start,count)+l) (cy(start,countHl) 
endfor 
endfor
mulbl 255 image2 
or imagc2 image image
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vdel * 
qd image
write "Quit program, then go to 'Save image as...' in the File menu." 
elseif (EQ study 0) 
else
write "\nDo you want to see distances (y/n)?" 
read reply
if (OR (EQ reply "1") (EQ reply "y"))
TraceXY cx cy frame study 
endif
write "\nWould you like to take a portion of this data (y/n)?" 
read replv
if (OR (EQ reply "1") (EQ reply "y")) 
do
write "\nEnter starting value;" 
mad start
write "\nEnter en ling value:" 
read end
write "\nEntor filename:" 
read /I dafile 
concat folder dafile dafile 
write "\nls this correct (y/n)?" 
read rop!y2
until (OR (EQ reply2 "D  (EQ reply2 "y")) 
write "\nSaving" dafile 
write/outf=@dafile/a inter 
copy ((cnd-start)*inter) modtim 
write/outf=@dafile/a modtim 
write/outf=@dafile/a 1 
write/outf-@dafile/a conv 
for count start to end do
write/outf=®dafile/a cx(study,count) cy( study,count) 
endfor 
endif 
endif 
end while
write "\n\nEnd of Trace.tip\n"
! TracePrint.tip ***
t ........ ..........
! Write cell numbers on screen
i
! TracePrini cells frame cx cy
J — Local Variables — 
decl/a=1 wits int 
decl/a»2 frame int 
decl/a»3 cx int 
decl/a=4 cy int 
dec! loop int 
dec! numstr char 
dec! num2 char 
decI sub int 
dec) x int 
decl y int
! — Print numbers on screen — 
for loop 1 to cells 
clear numstr 
copy (loop/10) sub 
case stab of 
label 0
copyM numstr 
label!
copy *T numstr 
label 2
copy ”2” numstr 
label 3
copy "3" numstr 
label 4
copy ”4” numstr 
label 5
copy ”5” numstr 
label 6
copy M6M numstr 
label 7
copy' T  numstr 
label 8
copy "8" numstr 
label 9
copy ”9” numstr 
endcase
copy (loop*sub*10) sub 
case sub of
label 0
copy ’tTnufn2 
label 1
copy T ’ num2 
label 2
copy "2” num2 
label 3
copy ”3" num2 
label 4
copy ”4" num2 
labels
copy ’5" num2 
label 6
copy *6" num2 
label 7
copy "7" mim2 
label 8
copy ”8" tuim2 
label 9
copy "9" r»um2 
endcase
concat numstr num2 numstr 
copy cxdoop,frame) x 
copy cyOoop,frame) v 
if <GT x 480) 
copy 480 x 
else
copy (xf 14) x 
endif 
if (LT x 5) 
copy 5 x 
endif 
if (LT y 5) 
copy (y+4) y 
else
copy (y-4) y 
endif
if (GT y 490) 
oopy490y 
endif
vtext ©numstr x y 
end for 
return
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! *”  TraceXY.tip •**
I
! Print x, y, and r.
i
! TraoeXY cx cy frame num
! — Local variables — 
decl/a=l cx int 
decl/a=2 cy int 
decl/a=3 frame int 
dccl/a=4 num int 
ded count int 
decl delx int 
decl dely int 
decl r int
! — Write numbers — 
write Anno, r\n— ~AnD" 
for count 2 to frame do 
copy (cx( num,count)<x( num,(count-1))) delx 
copy (cy(num,count)<y(num,(count*l)» dely 
copy <delx*delx+dely*dely) r 
write/f»M%d) %5d" count r 
endfor 
return
APPENDIX 5: DataSv DOCUMENTATION
The purpose of the programs DataSp and DataSpSO is to load a data file 
containing the x-y coordinates of all of the tracked cells, and re-save the data 
as several data files, each of which contains the x-y coordinates for only one 
cell. This is done to reduce the size of the data files to allow for easier 
manipulation. This program was written by Tani Chen on July 29, 1992, in 
Think C 5.0, then converted into a stand-alone application.
The only difference between DataSp and DataSp30 is the memory 
allocation. Since memory size is limited, the memory used to declare 
matrixes within the program must be carefully distributed between the 
number of frames in the data file and the number of cells being tracked. 
DataSp can handle 25 cells and 150 frames, while DataSp30 can handle 30 cells 
and 100 frames. For a given ti eking, the number of frames rarely exceeds 
100, and the number of cells rarely exceeds 25. DataSp should be sufficient to 
cover most of these cases.
In the program, the name of the data file to be split is entered at the first 
prompt, then the name of the desired output data files is entered at the 
second prompt. The program will append the cell number and the ".dat” 
extension to each data file for proper identification.
The first few lines of the program include comments, includes, variable 
declarations, and pointer declarations for the input and output files.
In the mainO routine, /‘ Load in file*/ prints an introduction, then the 
user enters the input and output file names. The program then opens the 
input data file and reads in the header containing the interval time, the total 
time, the number of cells, and the conversion factor. Next, the program reads 
in all of the x-y coordinates and stores them into matrices x and y.
The final section, /‘ Print out results to corresponding files*/, saves the x-y 
coordinates to the proper files. For each cell, the program first makes a new 
file using the output file name with the proper cell number and extension. 
The program then saves the header, changing the number of cells to 1, and 
the corresponding x-y coordinates to the new file.
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/* Data splitting program V
/*  This program takes the data file from vcr.tip V  
/ *  and splits it up into individual fik»s for each V  
/* cell. Could also be done using trace.tip V  
/* except trace.tip is much slower. */
7 * TfcnIChen, 7/ 29/92 V
#include <stdio.h>
char inname|20|, outr»ame}20|, fname(20|;
long ini interv, totime;
long int tocoll;
float conv;
long int tim, cell;
int itfmc *
int xI25|f 1501, y(25|| 150| ;
float d2|25|, avo|25||15()|;
int ntime, offset;
int delx, dely ;
long intent;
in ta jb ;
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mainO
I
/* Load in file VprhHf(M\n\it\n \n\nB);
printf ( w  Data Spliting Routine ***\n");
printf C byTaniChen\n\n\nH) ;
printf ("Note: Limits of programAn 25cells\n 150 frames\nM); 
printf ("If exceeded, unpredictable errors may occur!\n\n\n"); 
printf ( ’Enter filename of data file containing centroid data An”) 
scanfr%s'V inname);
printf ("\nEnter filename of output fileAn") ; 
seanfC^s'V outname);
printf ("\n\n\nLoading %s ...An", inname); 
fin * fopen (inname, "r");
fscanf (fin, "%ld", icinterv); 
fscanf (fin, &totime) ; 
fscanf (fin, "%ld", Artocell) ; 
fscanf (fin ,"% f& conv); 
itim e*0j
for (tim = 0; tim <~ to time; tim += interv)
I....... . .........  ....... ...
-M-itiihe;
for (cell = 1; cell <= tea'll; ++cell)
I
f$canf(fin, "%d %d", &x(cel!|fttimc|, &y(cell)|itime));
1
}
ntime -  itime; 
fdose (fin);
/* Print out results to corresponding files*/  
for (cell « l ; cell <= tocell; ++eell)
{
static char s|| = *’ *; 
static char ss(| » ;
static char dat|| = ".dat"; 
strcpy(fname, outname); 
if (cell >= 10)
I
a - c e l l / 10; 
bsceH *a* 10; 
s|0| m a+0x3O; 
s|1|® Ih 0x30* 
strcat(fname, s );
I
else
i :
sslOl »cdl+0x30; 
streattfname, ss);
I
strcat(fnanu\ dat);
printf r\nSavi»tg %s ...An", fname); 
fout * fopen (fname,1V ) ; 
fprintf (fout, " %1d\nM, interv);
fprintf (fout," %ld\n”, totime);
fprintf (fout," %d\nM, 1);
fprintf (fout# f^e-fOONn", con v);
ititite»0;
for (itime » 1; itime <= ntime; ++itime)
I
fprintf (lout, *% d %d\n", x|cell|(itimeL y|cell||itimc|)
I
fdose (fout);
I
123
printf( "\nDone. Press IRETURNI to go to desktop.'); 
I.................................................
. ■ .. • ' . _ , . . ; . ; , . .
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f*  Data splitting program V
/* This program takes the data file from vcr.tip V ........
/* and splits it up into individual files for each V 
/• cell. Could also be done using trace.tip V  
/* except trace.tip is much slower. V
/• Tani Chen, 7/29/92 V
^include <stdio.h>
char in name! 201, outname(20|, fname|20|;
long int interv, totime;
long int tocell ;
float conv;
long int tim, cell;
int itime;
int x|MI1WI,yl30||100|; 
float d2(30|, ave|30]|100|; 
int ntime, offset; 
int delx, dely ,* 
long int cnt; 
int a ,b ;
FILE *fin ;
FILE *fout;
mainO
I
/* Load in file V
printf ("\n\n\n\n\n");
printf C*** Data Spitting Routine ***\n");
printf C by Tani Chen\n\n\n");
printf ("Note: Limits of program An 30eeUs\n 100 frames W ); 
printf (’ If exceeded, unpredictable errors may occur An\n\n"); 
printf ("Enter filename of data file containing centroid data An"); 
scanfC%s”, inname);
printf (AnEnter filename of output file An"); 
scanfC%s", outname);
printf ("\n\n\nLoading %s ...An", inname); 
fin = fopen (inname, V ) ;
fscanf (fin, "%ld", fcinterv); 
fscanf (fin, "%ld", Ictotime); 
fscanf (fin, "%ld", &tocell); 
fscanf (fin, "% fic o n v ); 
itime = 0 ;
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for d im  = 0; tim <= totime; tim + - interv)
{ .....................................................................................
++»time ;
for (cell -  1; cell < • tocell; * *cell)
{
fscanKfin, "'3 d r* d , &*|cell||itimc|, &y|cell II itime!);
ntime ~ itime; 
fdose (fin);
/* Print out result** U> corresponding files*/ 
for (cell 1 ; cell * tin ell; + u ell)
{
static char s|| M , 
static char vh|| " ; 
static char d«it| | - \dat';  
strcpvt fname, outname); 
if (cell > 10)
1
a * cell /  10; 
b«cell - a* 10; 
s|0| = a+0x3(); 
s| 11 = b+Ox30; 
strcaKfname, s);
I
else
I
ss(0| = cell+0x30; 
strcaKfname, ss);
I
strcaKfname, dat); 
printf CAnSaving %s ...An", fname); 
foot = fopen (fname, Hw"); 
fprintf (fout," %ld \n", interv);
fprintf (fout," %ld\n", totime) ;
fprintf (fout," %d\n", 1);
fprintf (fout, M%fe+00\n", conv);
for (iKme = 1; itime <= ntime; ++itime)
I
fprintf (fout, "%d %d\n", xlcellllitime), y|cell)|itimel) ;
)
fclose (fout);
)
printfC\nDom\ Press |RETURN| to r o  to desktop.)
)
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APPENDIX 6: MeanSq DOCUMENTATION
The purpose of MeanSq is to take a data file containing the sequential x-y 
coordinate data of tracked cells and calculate mean square displacement 
versus time interval data. Mean square displacement is defined as the 
average of the distances that the cell moved in a given time interval. So, for 
n frames, the timer intervals would run from 1 to n-1. For time interval 1, 
there would be n-1 distances to average, while for time interval n, there 
would be only 1 (distance from 1 to n) distance to calculate.
In the program, the name of the data file to be computed is entered at the 
first prompt and the name of the output data file is entered at the second 
prompt. There are two names required for the output data file (e. g., there 
must be one space in the file name, such as "sd4 Ilf").
The first few lines of the program include comments, includes, variable 
declarations, and pointer declarations for L - input and output files.
In the mainO routine, /’ Load in file*/ prints an introduction, then the 
user enters the input and both output file names. The program then opens 
the input data file and reads in the header containing the interval time, the 
total time, the number of cells, and the conversion factor. Next, the program 
reads in all of the x-y coordinates and stores them into matrices x and y.
The next section, /*Find mean square displacements*/ calculates mean 
square displacement values, using the method given above. The outermost 
loop, cell, will repeat for each cell in the data file. The next loop in, tim, will
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count off the time intervals, from 1 to the number of frames in the data file. 
The innermost loop, cnt, finds the distance between the two time points 
separated by the time interval tim. These distances are then averaged to give 
the mean square displacement values for that time interval.
The final section, /'Print out results to corresponding files'/, saves the 
mean square displacement versus time interval data to the proper files. For 
each cell, the program first makes a new file using the output file names A 
number is appended if more than one cell is present in the data file. The 
program then saves all of the mean square displacement versus time interval 
data.
/* New mean square displacement calculation V  
/* This program calculates mean square V 
/• displacements for each cell 
/* Tani Chen, 6/24/92 */
ftincludc <stdio.h>
char inname(20), outnamc|20|, fname|20| ;
char outname2|20l;
long int interv, totirnc ;
long int tocell;
float conv;
long int tim, cell;
int itime;
intx|25|1150|,y|25||m)l; 
float d2|25), ave|25||150|; 
int ntime, offset; 
int delx, dely ; 
long int ent; 
int a,b ;
FILE *fin ;
FILE *fout;
mainO
I
/* Load in file V  
printf C\n\n\n\n\n");
printf ("*** Mean Square Displacement Calculation ***\ n" ) ; 
printf C by Tani Chm\n\n\n");
printf ("Note: Limits of programAn 25eells\n 150 framesW); 
printf ("If exceeded, unpredictable errors may occur!\n\n\n") ; 
printf ("Enter filename of data file containing centroid data: W )  
scanf("%sM, inname) ;
printf CSnEnter filename of output file (2 words):\n”) ; 
scanfC%s %s", outname, outname2); 
strcat(outname,M"); 
streatfoutname, outname2);
printf (”\n\n\nLoading %s ...An", inname); 
fin *  fopen (inname, V ) ;
fscanf (fin, ”%ldM, &interv); 
fscanf (fin, M%ld”, Irtotime); 
fscanf (fin, "%ld", fctocell); 
fscanf (fin, "%f, &conv);
itime * 0 ;
for dim 0; tim < totime; tim 4 - interv)
i
♦+itime;
for (cell = 1; cell < tocell; * 4-cell)
I
fscanf(fin, "% d %d", &x!all||itime|, &y|cell||itimel);
I
I
ntime - itime; 
fclosc (fin);
/* Find mean square displacements */
printf CNnCalculating mean square displacements...An");
for (cell * 1.0; cell <~ tocell; 4+cell)
printf C cell #%ld ..An", cell); 
itime - 1;
for (tim ~ interv; tim <- totime; tim + ~ interv)
d2|cell| -  0.0; 
offset = 0 ;
for (ent = 0; ent <~ totime - tim; ent += interv)
I
♦-►offset;
delx « (xjcellHitime + offset! x|cell||offset|); 
dely « (ylcellllitime ♦ offset! - ylcellj|o(fset|); 
d2|cell| ♦= (conv * conv * delx * delx) + (ronv * conv * dely * dely);
I
avefcellllitimel = d2|celll /  (ent /  interv);
♦♦itime;
I
!
/* Print out results to corresponding files*/ 
for (cell « 1 ; cell <= tocell; ♦ ♦cell)
I
static char s| I « M ”; 
static char s$|| - " " ;  
strcpy(fname, outnatnc); 
if (cell **  1) 
l 
I
else if (cell >» 10)
I
a » cell /1 0 ;  
b = cell - a * 10;
: ■■■ . .■ ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ A :,44
s|0|» a+0x30; 
s|1I -  b+0x30; 
strcat(fname," " ) ; 
strcaKfname, s ) ;
I
else
I
ss(Ol = cell+0x30 ; 
streatffname," " ) ; 
strcat(fnanu\ ss) ;
I
print! CAnSaving %s ...An", fnanuO; 
fout = fopen (fname, "w”) ;
itime * 1;
for (tim = interv; tim <= totime; tim + interv)
i
fprintf (fout, M%ld\t", tim); 
fprintf (fout,"");
fprintf (fout, "%fUf\n”, avelcellllitimep; 
fprintf (fout,"");
++itiine;
1
(dose (fout);
I
printfCAnDone, Press (RETURNI to go to desktop.");
APPENDIX 7: DATA SUMMARY
On the following pages is a listing of all of the raw data generated in this 
experiment. The average speeds and persistences and the number of cells 
tracked can be found in. the .sthall shaded box at the top of the table. Shaded 
indicate those values that were calculated from the raw data.areas
Calls 2
No
Substrate 
fotmrai (s’
■ --------Mzfpmfa
Lem 
Dale
m
40pg/ml LN
i  15
120
10X. 20X
M J jjK&iu; Pan lSuBgni0f,ltel,3I3
O K  Number Sta-. Sat* I L S(^«m/sl P«9i Dais ength"Si
26
46
36 
33 
26
31 
17 
22 
2$
30 
70 
53 
20 
33 
50 
20 
24
32 
52 
y* 
20 
24 
40
37
24 
32 
20
31 
f t  
2 t  
42
25 
20 
50 
44
1 7/0/52
2
3
4
5
6 
7
0 7/22/52
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
la 7/23/92
10
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25 ' 
?*
27
20
29
36 7/24/97
31
32
33
34
35
30 7/27/92
7
3a
2a
4a
5a
0a
Ob
la
2c 
2f 
3d 
9b 
10b 
11a 
14a 
2b 
9a 
13a 
14b 
15a 
20r 
22a 
2 V 
29a 
33a 
34a 
35a 
42a 
4? 
3a 
4b 
7b 
Ob 
13c 
14c 
9a
1
1
1
1
1
27
52
23
61
M
1
41
1
42
1
1
1
*
1
10
26
22
25
31
44
44
00153424 
00122523 
00099853 
0012002 
00125952 
0 00777922 
000753132 
00120424 
00129331 
0.0675865 
0 00824944 
0 0146369 
0 00726176 
0 0105227 
00132260 
00137004 
0 06795950 
06100004 
0 00002314 
06146762 
6 6117614 
0 00540592 
0 010642 
6,00973917 
0 00633692 
0.00590021 
00041456* 
000464657 
6 0010689: 
0 6070090? 
O01O8R2? 
0 0115026 
000651335 
0 011058? 
0.00*78119
0.60643274
155912
191653
7278,9
147*2
143353
10556.6
496034
1601.04
6231.59 
713645 
720671 
2235 05 
6001 13 
206704 
2501 14 
2206 17 
4591 35 
42074 
714033 
4396 41
0012.59 
44054 
3509 26 
183054 
2107 0 
3442 23
3312.76 
0405.19
3767.77 
120144 
4204.16 
11301-5 
1922 42 
503904 
15799/ 
6001 09
Total T:me 
17 00
6 15
11 15
7 15 
0 00 
0 15 
7 3 0  
6 3 0
5 15 
6 0 0  
7 15 
!« 15
13 00
6 45 
8 0 0
14 15
7 W 
5 45 
7 45
12 45
9 30 
700  
5 45
12 00 
9 0 0
5 45 
7 45 
7 00 
7 30
12 0O 
700
10 15 
6 0 0
6 45 
12 15 
10 45
Stymn/fcrl
55.23264
44.10828
32.34708
43.2072
4534272
28005192
27112752
4623264
4655916
273134
29.697904
tarnm
26.142336 
37110172 
47.61648 
4935024 
28.654400 
36.03024 
28803304 
52*34.32 
4234104 
19 461312 
383112 
35.062092 
22,812912 
21564756 
1492434 
16.727652 
6.728076 
21233552 
38.00972 
41.40936 
2339606 
3*80952 
17212284 
23157864
Pdirl
0.433088889 
0532369444 
23121916667 
4.106111111 
0398302770 
2932388889 
1380004444 
0444733333 
1730997222 
1982347222 
2 j90186388» 
6521069444 
1J092O277S 
0574177770 
0716983333 
0.635017222
177S375
1.1909*4444
1903425
1721225
2225719444
1223722222
0997016667
0508483333
0.607722222
0.956175
0.920211111
2556997222
1029936111
3559555556
1.167022222
3165138809
0534005556
139*733333
0438880556
1941969444
37 . . ' •' '' 14c 14 3* 0 0077491
38 22* 1 .13 0 00911938
39 49a 39 * * 0 0103739
40 IT* 42 * * 00113*99
41 7/29/92 m 19 *4 0 0133922
42 27c ]9 *4 001042*9
43 29* 40 *4 00071: “
44 '' 31* 27 31 0 01124. •*
427353 43 10 3C 27.9859* 1187652778
.3443 37 33 fi 00 32J30498 0956491*67
2128*1 29 *43 37345*9 0591290556
1997 1 1 23 *00 41*51*4 0554752778
2998 72 4* 11 15 49.21192 09052
9009 82 4* 11 13 37.53*91 2502727778
3373 *4 25 * (X! 26293212 1.492*77779
1328 94 25 * 00 40.47264 0.3*915
Cefl Tracking Pata SiimmaQjM AVI
No, Date Cell Number Start data pt End data pt P<»)
1 1 0 /2 2 /9 2 ' ' ' 3a 49 SO 0.00^ 32% S09.ft.29
2 10a »  / HO 0 00490472 949142
3 20c 47 71 O00560O55 5530 36
4 22a 9 47 0 00770727 302ft 32
5 3 b 29 ■“■n 0 010*039 2299,35
6 27c 34 so 0 00440303 S W .7 1
7 20a 29 m 0 00973399 40712b
* 3?a so 000093047 1581,9
0 10 /2 3 /9 2 .1 i *8 O00664472 1661 19
10 7a 2ft 6ft DOOM 367» 3692 45
11 ftb 24 6ft Q o em T T m 1903 35
52 I7b 2 1 *7 0(10494713 6C.3S.ft7
13 1 0 /2 4 /9 2 2b lb 0 00749972 6131,54
14 l ib 24 0 0O7SWW3 846057
IS lfta \ 20 0 00725322 0045.19
is
1*4
2C
11/17/92 /a
lib
17b
25*
27a
2*
21
.12
M
1ft
ss
Ss
00071 923* 
C 006739S?
0 M40729S
ootniim 
0 0C76326R
7810.5
3803 7ft
3973*4
4^ ft“ 
6077 04
Tsm**_______5(>nn /hr) PflitO
7 45 26.030656 1.416191667
15 45 17.944992 2.636505556
6 00 20.16196 1536211111
9 30 27746172 1.3967555%
ID 45 .3846204 063*708333
11 30 16 184988 1496586111
12 45 35042364 1 130905556
7 3P 14149692 0439416667
16 45 23920992 0461441667
10 00 22 .C92192 1.022902778
11 00 31240404 0528763889
11 30 17.809661! 1.676630556
ft 30 26.998992 1.7032055%
5 45 28.32786 235015*333
7 00 26.111592 2234775
7 30 25.892316 2.169583333
ft 45 24262452 % jom osm
6 30 1466262 1.103844444
600 1120006ft 1252463889
10 00 2747764ft 1 ^ SSSOFdS^ ti#
Cfttlinfang Dm SumnwiyJet Zfegt
Satatrateflfl 
tefemlM
Away
S (jjjn/hr) sj Sjjrjg 
F(hr> ■
\umher
m
omm**
Gjummas
No Cw»
1 10/27/02
2
3
4 10/20/02
5
6 
7 
0 
0 
10
11 10/ 20/02
12
13
14
15
16 12/1/02 
17
10
10
20
21
22
23
CriiNumhcr Start data pt
lOd 57
11* 32
16b ' 56
4* 1
7a 15
8a I
9a 9
12a 1
14a 13
16c 27
2a 10
3c 1
4b 1
6a l
8c 13
9b 13
3a 11
7b 37
TCtf 18
9a 36
12a 1
16a 20
19b 13
End daupt
80
00
26
33
.3.3
24
54
54
.36
24
44
30
.37
55 
43 
63
45 
63 
27 
63
46
S(pm/«) 
00105076 
00102217 
00121200 
C014115 
00133022 
00137484 
0021503 
000096064 
000835055 
00105452 
000684532 
00111666 
0.00906156 
000805207 
00113560 
000370415 
001.36448 
0.00277011 
00136101 
COOT0.344' 
00108814 
000810847 
00101868
Pl*>
5884 03 
2038.55 
3018 3 
272732 
2005 35 
2531 74 
1478 3:
24
4«
25
26 
40 
33 
25
682804
2315.25 
1137.30 
7068 
228540 
1041854 
531662 
4655,56 
.370770 
6546C.3 
5341 38 
=44*3 41 
72787 
5021 86
3080 15 
2343 4**
24
42 
28 
27
24 
44 
38
25
43
33
27
28 
28 
27 
36
34
Total T?rr*r
5 45 
12 0C 
600
6 15
9 45 
800  
600
5 45 
10 15
6 45 
630  
545
10 45 
0 15 
600
10 30 
800  
6 30 
6 45 
645  
630  
845  
8 15
5 mm/fcrl 
3811536 
3679812 
43.63488 
50-814 
4817593 
4949431 
774108 
32258304 
3006198 
3796272 
24643152 
40.199586 
35061616 
5W.9906i2 
40.88481 
1365894 
40.30128 
10004796 
4902876 
25324092 
3017304 
29516292 
36.67248
P (hr)
1634702778
0566263889
0038416667
0757588889
0582041667
0703261111
0410641667 
1896197778 
0643125 
0J15941667 
2 J 13333333 
0034858333 
20 9 1038888
1476838889
1293211111
1.054941667
1018341667
1483716667
1573169444
2021861111
1048961111
1.105997222
0050961111
So.
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
ft
4
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1ft
19
20
21
22
23
C-dLIratkinfc Data
DM*
11/3/92
11/4/92
11/5/92
OPNmfihtr
■ M iirn i in - , . , r  " i
7b
ft*
lib 
13c 
Mb 
17a 
18b 
20b 
2 Id 
3a 
lid  
12d 
13d 
Me 
Me 
17a 
Me 
Mb
Start data pt
1
1
1
1
50
i
1
1
31
39
1
64
2ft
54
14
12
67
14
19
21a 70
2ft» 69
16a 1
20d 11
32
30
2ft
42
92
40
29
27
65
70
63
94
52
76
3ft
36
94
3ft
43
94
94
47
35
0.01302
0.00651445
0.0121219
00046ftftl2
0.00465679
000609279
00056713
001263
0.00319212
0.00660967
000669241
0.00601244
0.00919771
0.00769159
00114931
00124734
00053616
0OOF11617
0.00721917
0.00483166
000515106
0.00429257
000577521
n»i
1575.75
319154
100709
5973.63
221973
111794
6645.59
2190.1ft
769456
597759
43269
649739
453094
2204 95
509131
3065
346647
5964.99
411635
492661
502004
730329
3596.62
Data length 
32 
»
28
42
43 
40 
29
27 
35 
32 
63 
31 
25 
23 
25 
25
28 
25 
25
25
26 
47 
25
To? a, Time 
j j | 
715  
645  
10 IS
10 30 
945 
700 
630 
930 
7 45
15 30 
730 
600 
530 
600 
600 
6 45 
600 
600 
600 
6 15
11 30 
600
Styum/hrl P(hr>
46572 0437708333
2345202 0J93761111
4363994 0279747222
16577232 1459341667
16764444 0.616313889
19334009 310538089?
204166ft 1845994444
4546ft 0605605556
11491632 2.1346
23.791212 1660438899
24056676 1391916667
21444784 1J0205
33.112088 1758846867
27653724 0412486111
407516 1636475
44.90124 069625
19J0I26 068500556
19419212 1429163899
25.985412 1143430556
I739397SS 1768602778
19543916 1344455556
15417252 2888691667
20790756 0999061111
d^lIuKKin&.&am^ g ..feLSgflM
No. . Ifcte OH Number Start data p* End data pt
1 ' 2/11/9$' ' 5d 14 40 0*11141159
2 14c S3 77 00(1*49421
3 2/12/93 Ha 40 73 000417*59
4 19a 1 39 00047684
5 26a 1 25 0*0711753
* 24a 27 5* 000259335
7 25a l 39 0*02*1537
S 2/17/93 4b 1 24 00060596*
9 m l» 42 00037154*
10 lflc 35 59 00022920*
11 2/t9/43 lb 1 27 00091122
12 M 14 45 0.60419*
13 9a 10 40 000904*12
14 Ha 1 34 0015994
15 14b 14 52 00059*501
1* 15a 25 52 0OQ33O429
17 4/*/93 la 1 *5 0005415*
1* 74 34 *1 0004477*3
19 9a 1 31 00120%*
20 14a 1 5* 0 00*74*19
P<*>
533349 
WMW 
1570% 
12020*0 
1*209 
11902*1 
4*99% 
1175* 
5*2*01 
2*71 ..*5 
0129*1 
3141*2
m&22 
494*. 1*
1*09*
1323*5
7249 49 
14*2.7 
4C*4*
2*554
2*
31
%
s 
a 
a 
i: 
2
 «
 a
 a
 a
 2
 '<
 s
 a
 s
 *
 a
 a
Total Tune S(|jBti/hr) P(hrl
400 4(110*16*8 14*1525
*00 23379156 1573608333
915 15J042924 04399777*
930 17.19921 3599139111
900 25.923108 0505*05554
945 933101 3279S6Z779
930 101353*2 1360922222
545 21783579 0329911111
*00 13575729 1*19339111
*00 *25149* 0.797*9055*
*30 32JC392 2358225
745 223129 0J72727778
730 32573232 0.993394444
*  15 575794 1.3744999*9
930 21549039 0447169967
*45 1U»5444 0397690859
19 00 1949939 2*13747222
945 23520519 0411961111
7 30 43544*9 1129111111
13 45 315654*4 07379UU1
lift.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
4
16
U
12
13
14
15
14
17
13
14
20
Cdl Tracking Stiiimiiy^r.S^P
so
0H4t Cell Number Start data pt
5 <jjLm/hr> * 
PfhrU 
Number *
27J43&066
1501546667
20
1041644371
0917*47474
Data length Total Tune S ijitn/hr) Pihr)End data pi Stytm/aV rtsi
34 43 0C07717K7 #130.74 25 5 34 27.784332 225#S3##ft*"
1 24 0004TO215 404251 24 5 22 24.48774 1.122919444
35 54 00**5544# 4799.43 25 5 34 27.194128 1333230556
44 m 0 00391501 4440.93 25 534 1409*036 1.709147222
24 74 0 0114544 211143 54 12 SO 4123544 0546508333
15 42 00109977 1543.94 2# 4 1# 38.15172 0434433333
43 67 00119ft*# 5292 45 25 534 4314528 1.470125
37 46 000925124 474375 30 444 33304534 1J73125
1 34 0011475 294651 34 « 10 4 0 1 0824584111
1 32 0.00754502 4932 9# 32 7 14 27.142072 070272222
1 32 000720675 1440054 32 7 14 25.9515 4535711111
5 41 000434197 459914 ■37 # 24 15.7030*2 1277544444
1 32 0.006422434 #774.47 32 7 14 23.4407424 2.437*43889
I 24 00144372 1444 #9 24 5 22 5249392 0.407469444
36 57 000502477 5854.1 22 4 54 18.096372 1.624138889
1 24 000610*903 297041 24 522 18701450# 0J25168444
1 30 00049#105 30 4 44 25.13178 1914386111
7 33 000411094 4220 #7 27 404 14.799456 1.728019444
1 44 0 00441779 481577 4# 15 3# 23104044 1237575
34 63 . 0OWC6R2 30#1 #5 25 534 2D976552 0166069444
2mm
2/25 m
2mm 
5/4 m
lb
%
21b
22a
2a
114
13c
15c
2a
la
7b
Uk
11a
12b
13a
14a
15a
1%
20
21b
C<eU Tracking Data Summary tor .VT3SF
Avcragr SD
Styun/hr) *
rthr)*
XanA*r*
14J491AS6A
152462*306
20
6 S im a m 2  
ojw rn m w
Vo DWe CcnNtanferr Start data pt End d ata pt S{pm/») P(s) Data length Total Time 5 (Jim. hr) P (hr)
1 ,r"rii / * W :l ■ ■■;»' 4 37 006657744 964465 34 7 42 20078928 2J9O1R0S56
2 «d 1 24 000305512 1362 94 24 522 14.23*432 0378405556
3 3/3/49 4c l 30 000363617 14846 30 6 46 0.090212 04135
4 7b 14 32 0.0022005 8590*5 39 4 52 7.9214 2388817222
5 11b 11 35 000245326 4409.5 25 5 36 10271736 1335972222
* 3/5/95 lSd 34 59 000*05062 4914 37 25 5.36 14542232 1365102778
7 3* 1 29 000314292 589459 29 6 32 11314512 1637346111
§ 5 1 36 000217527 21275 36 8 10 7830972 0590972222
9 6a i 26 000304174 307122 26 550 10950264 0853116667
10 12 1 36 000252754 3545,74 36 8 10 9.099284 0.984934889
11 16* 1 31 000331727 7942.16 31 700 11942172 2306155556
12 4/14/43 2m 1 44 0 00370293 8947 34 44 10 02 13.3305*6 2445343333
13 «* 44 #.* 000447451 744852 25 5 36 31.944236 2069G3.3333
14 12b 1 55 0 00711536 1345.53 55 12 36 25615296 0373758333
15 14* 42 68 0007115636 847852 27 604 25.6162896 235514*444
1* 4/15/43 la 30 36 ■ 0 00437503 917132 27 604 15750108 2547588049
17 2c 1 24 000348753 ,103! 24 24 5 22 13.995108 0.842011111
if 3a 13 43 0 00260039 8069,91 31 7 00 9 361404 232*975
19 14b 27 67 000254577 4568J2 41 9 20 9304772 1269116667
20 2% 33 68 000365019 407051 • 36 8 10 13140644 1380697222
wmmrvra^raSC ClftbtZiXSlWSitMOQs&ISCIcz
ntmurotaar«US»:iznnCZtZZOOOKt%a
StfClffcanrccUStcrimsaNonronI<*u
fsawezmwwxrvimsn&msmsttoooSCI•soc
UtSMHKlft£ZS£KSs:sumlarmmSt!•t01
msmmooiesocZS9«€trsfsiSZZLtWOQS*<KSZm/iz/tti
£999199X1totftrszeonifZTSSS*tUKKUOaIV1•SI/l
mimonmuxLsxm stzosiss*twvtwco«c1M
MlfMCKOttfcuricU9oz«n*aCVHVfOOOoct%lSt
WfV9VIIM»CzcmrzstlfkrzwmZmtMOQftISZI«
sutmrvzflOCfTtZ*9ocrmuteuomoiSnCl
(tSSXVKfOraur*JXSwmtOZtmzmnni•SCl
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